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PREl:i'ACE 

\'Jessex, in the novels of Thomas Hsrdy, uni tes the 

natural world and irIan. l~ature, at least in the novels 

before 'res s of ~he .!2 I Ur'vervi 11es, is a powe rful force, 

and in rc turn for providins ~nan '\-11 t~l a s table no I'm, der:~and3 

confor:'li ty to this norm. T~8 nR tural Horld and the social 

world, which did not accept the natural norm, are frequently 

at odds. This conflict is reflected ~y the characters in 

the earlier novels. Some cr'aracters CO'I,e :i.nto the natural 

world of ~essex as outsiders. Once they are in this natural 

world, tneir final outcone depends on their ability to adapt 

to the natural no~n around the~. 1his sa~8 pattern is 

revealed in t~ose characters oricinally associated with the 

primary locale of the novels, the insiders. 

llte fE:.te of the characters brinc's a ne'." inter~Jret9.tion 

to Hardy IS p:nrase :tJ.~ovels of Char2.cter and i:nvlronment, If 

which he first used in the General Preface to the Wessex 

Edition (1912) of nis novels. t1Environ:.lentlT cannot "be 

defined as ~erely the geo[rephical area with w~ich the 

characters are associated. Its definition sust be enlRrted 

to inc,hlc;e 1-'0\'] the char~lcters adapt to t1-~_8ir surr0undings. 

Thus, Hardy coulc: jus t as we 11 haV8 1"Tri t ten ":,: ove 1::.; of' 

GhELI'8.cter ir: SnVirOtl:l8nt" to cm;>~agiz,:, the im:)ortance of t:--~e 

re18tio~ cf the characters to their natural surroundinGs. 

li8.r;-}y includes seven novels in the c.:'vision "novels 

;.iJ,f 
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of Character and Environ;nent. rt I use six of these in my 

s tl~d~r : Far fron _t_h_o _Ha_d_diE..[ _C_ro_Hd: (1874), _T_h_e _R_e_t_u_r_n of the 

Na ti ve (lfnB), ;rhe. I·iaLor of Cas terbrid£:e. (lE86), 'rhe 

~ood~~ndG~~ (leS7), Tess 9f th~ ~IUrbervilles (le91), and 

Jud~ the .9bscure (lC95). Under the Greenwood Tree was omitted 

because its characters leek the depth and development of 

those in the later novels. 

In the disc~s3ion of those novels before Tess of the 

~'Ur'oervi l_les, I dJ. vide the charac tors on tho bas:t s of the i r 

relation to the locale instead of on a chronolo[ic~l basis. 

A character-division study emphasizes the results of con

forminG or rejectin[ the natural norm. By dividins the 

characters according to novol locale, I eliminate any con

fusion which could result from attempting to classify the 

characters by their personalities. 

Tess of the D'Urbervilles and Jude the Obscuro are 

so radically different from the earlier novels they must 

be discussed in a separate chapter. rhey illustrate what 

happened to the novels when Hardy removes the balancing 

effect of the natu.ral norm. ',,T'b.ile these Horl:s are pOHcrful, 

the powor is not controlled. Thus, as Hardy laments the loss 

create~ an unbalanced world without any reliable standards, 

his novels lose their own artistic balance. 

I would like to express ray aprreciation to Dr. Vincent 

ToIlers for his guidance in the writinrr of this thesis and to 
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Dr. Charles \:!a1 ton for his helpful readine of this present 

Hark. 

Emporia, Kansas L. J. B. 

AUE~ust, 1969 
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CHAP11ER I 

HARDY'S CONCEPT OF NATURE 

AND ITS RELATION TO THE CHARACTERS 

Thomas Hardy placed his novels into three categories: 

Novels of Ingenuity, Romances and Fantasies, and Novels of 

Charucter and Environment. l His third category illustrates 

that he probably considered character and setting as being 

equally important. Yet in their various character groupi.ngs 

critics overlook this relation between character and environ

ment. 2 In this present study, the character grouping relies 

upon the characters' relations to the natural areas in which 

the action of the novels occurs, not limited to a strict 

geographi.cal basis, but including the manner in which the 

IEdward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade of the En~lish Novel, 
pp. 358-359. The novels are divided as-foilows:--Novels of 
Ingenuity-- Desperate Remedies, The Hand of Ethelberta, A 
Laodicean; Romances ana Fantasies-~ X-Pair-of Blue Eves,-r~e---_.-.- - -- - -- ---"- --Trumpe! ~!aior, rrw~ on ~ Tower, The Well-Belove~; Novels of 
Character and Envirolli~ent-- Under tr-e Greenwood Tree, Far 
FroIO! the Naddin~ Crowd, The Return of the Native, The Hayor 
of CaS"terbridrre-; 'rhe ivooCfIanders, Tess of the D'ur'6"e"rvTI1.es, 
Jude the Obswe .-- --- -- -- - -

2For example, G8.berial Oak, Diggory Venn, and Giles 
Winterborne are discussed as having the s~~e characteristics. 
Angel·· Clare, Jude Fawley, and Clym Yeebright are sometimes 
placed in the same cate[ory, but David Delaura views them as 
not only ineffective but dangerous. Desmond Hawkins classifies 
these three as "sensitive minfits "'Tith no settled occupation.!! 
These labels are representative of the grouping which use 
character and personality as a basis while overlooking the 
possibilities of an environmental division. 
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characters accept their natural environment. Thus, 

W~atherbury would be the standard used in studying the 

characters in Far from the Maddin~ Crowd, and Casterbridve------ .... --- ~ 

serves the same purpose in The Mayor of Casterbrid~. 

Since Hardy states this relation in his novel divisions, 

one needs to consider their connection. Also, a study of 

character in this luanner is preparatory for a study of 

Hardy 1 s last important novels-- Tess of the ~lUrberv~lles 

and Jude the Obscure-- in which the characters and the 

settings are servants of the theme. In the earlier novels, 

the characters are not so explicitly used for statement of 

theme. A knowledge of the character usage in the novels 

before Tess gives added interpretation to the later novels 

when character is distorted to aid expression of theme. 

Hardy narrles the natural settings of his novels Wesse~. 

He peoples this area with characters who range from the 

rustics, who love the land and are a part of it, to those 

who hate the land and rebel asainst it. Wessex was originally 

the ar'ea r1.Jlea by the \ves t Saxon kings in the eighth cen tury. 

By reviving t~e term and applying it to the setting of his 

fictional ~lri ting, Hardy creates a sense of "historical 

continuity'! that provides a background for his novels.3 He 

views the past as living in nature. As Taylor observes, Hardy 

3Lionel Jorulson, The Art o~ Th~~~~ ~ar~, p. 89. 
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saw that " • • • the face of nature owes some of her furrO\.;s 

t? the travails of the great dead, that her eyes are brooding 

in terms of history, that her mind is a Doomsday Book."4 

Wessex recalls the times when society was a part of nature. 5 

In the natural world of Wessex, Hardy creates a small 

universe in which he may study different ranges of characters 

in different situations, typifying conflicts of people every

where. Wessex provides a fairly stable backdrop for these 

conflicts. For example, since Wessex is rural, most of the 

novels center around agrarian occupations. Hadding Crowd 

centers around sheep raising, Nayor around grain marketing, 

and The Woodlanders around lumbering and fruit growing. 6 

But Hardy uses Wessex for more than just a physical settinc. 

The economic and social orders are firmly bonded to the land.? 

Howe summarizes the advantages which Hardy·gains in usine; 

this Wessex setting, observing that it eventually becomes 

••• a fictional world sharply contoured and 
superbly known, so that the very setting of his 
novels and poe:ns seems a force making for 
dramatic control and personality.8 

4 Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native, Introduction 
by liarner Taylor, pp. xx; hereafter cite~as Taylor, Introduc
tion~ 

5Irving Howe, Thomas Hardy, p. 17. 

6Samuel C. Chew, Thomas Hardy: Poet and Novelist, p. 110. 

7Joseph Warren Beach, The Technique of Thomas Hard~, 
pp. 62-63. ----

8Howe, Ope cit., p. 24-. 
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However, Hardy's use of nature vIas not without precedent in 

t~e nineteenth century. For example, Chew notes that Hardy 

••• follows the Brontes, George Eliot, 
Trollope, WilliillTI Black, and Blackmore in 
the development of the literary genre known 
as II Reaionalism. "9c 

Connected with the regionalistic writings is the nineteenth 

century belief, to which Hardy was not opposed, that hlli~an 

beings are perishable while nature is not and, accordingly, 

only nature contains the answer to the "secret of human 

endeavour."lO Only nature can offer en acceptable nOl'm 

for judging the actions of those who come in contact with 

her. Society, with its fluctuating standards, does not 

provide a reliable norm. Nature can resist the intrusion 

of man, but society relies on this intrusion. Therefore, 

the unchanging qualities of nature provide the only objective 

norm for studying mankind. The heath is the most obvious 

use of a natural norla. '1'he characters' fates are detercained 

by the norm which the heath provides. ll Thus, Tholnasin, 

who accepts the heath as a norm, attains some degree of 

happiness, and Eustacia, who resists the heath, is destroyed 

9Chew, ~E. cit., p. 104. 

10Joyce Heiner, "F'our Novels of Thomas Hardy: Selected 
Impressions," Contemp H, CKLII ( August, 1932 ), 229. 

llLeonard w. Deen~ "Heroism and Pathos in Thomas Hardy's 
Return of the Native," NCF, XV ( September, 1960 ), 209. 
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by its natural forces. Davidson observes that nature, 

bycause it is unchangeable, provides a norm for the inhab

itants of Wessex. 12 

The importance of a natural norm in Hardy's novels 

is reflected in the changes of setting from novel to novel. 

indicative of Hardy's" ••• increasing concern with 

society and a decreasing concern with external nature." 13 

Thus, the chanees in the settings are connected with 

changes in thematic emphasis in the novels that culminates 

in Tess and Jude in which the balance between theme. 

character, and setting is destroyed. A brief examination 

of the settings of the novels illustrates these changes. 

Madding Crowd and Native emphasize the rural setting 

and the norm which Hardy derives from the natural order. 

MaddIng Crowd is, according to Norrell, Hardy's "simplest 

handling of nature."14 \Vhile Norrell's statement is 

questionable, especially when Hardy's use of nature in 

Under the Greenwood Tree is considered, it does indicate 

the manner in which nature reflects characterization and 

12Donald Davidson, "'rhe 'llradi tional Basis of Thomas 
Hardy.ls Fiction," Southern Review, XL ( Summer, 1940 ), 175. 

13ti'lard Hellstrom, "Hardy's Use of Setting and Jude The 
Obscure," VN, XXV (Spring, 1964), p. 11. ---

14Roy Norrell, "Hardy in the Tropics," Review of English 
Literature, III (January, 1962), 9. 
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provides a standard of judg~ent in the novel. The area 

around the town of Weatherbury is idealized. Hence, the 

natural world, personified by Gabriel Oak, is consistently 

portrayed as beine superior to the civilized world, person

ified by Sergeant Troy. The natural world (Gabriel) is 

• strong, enduring, self-contained, slow to change," • • 

sympathetic;" the civilized world (Troy) is weak, facile, 

outeoing, modern, self-centered. 15 

Later, in Native, Hardy delineates nature in the 

powerful, dominating Egdon Heath. But nature that is benign 

in Madding Crowd is no longer so reliable. The heath is not 

particularly hostile to man-- just indifferent. Scott 

argues that the heath is 

••• intended to be the type of that blind, 
massive inertia in things whose indifference to 
all the great aspirations of the human spirit 
is the ~roof of all the fraility and impotence 
of man. 6 

Although the action of Mayor occurs in the city of 

CasterbridEe, the city can hardly be dissociated from nature. 

Hardy stresses this connection to nature in his description 

of the city: 

_. -_... _-
15Howard Babb, IIS e tting and Theme in Far from the 

Nadding Crowd," ELH, XXX (June, 1963), 148. -- --- --

16Nathan A. Scott Jr., "The Literary Imaeination and 
the Victorian Crisis of Faith: 'l'he Example of Thomas Hardy,1I 
JR, XL (October, 1960), 278. 
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Thus Casterbridge was in most respects but the 
pole, focus, or nerve-knot of the surrounding 
country life; differing from the many manufacturing 
towns which are as foreisn bodies set down, like 
boulders on a plain, in a green world with which 
they have nothine; in common. Casterbridge lived 
by agriculture at one remove further from the 
fount~in-head than the adjoining villages-- no 
more. 7 

Cas terbridge contains renman ts of its Roman pas t. The 

residents of the tOvIn frequently uncover the graves of 

Roman soldiers. The runphitheatre, for exanlple, has been 

used by the town as the execution grounds. IS The city 

becomes, then, a living connection of the past to the 

present. By returning to the past, Hardy returns to a 

time in which nature and society were closely related. Of 

more importance, he illustrates nature's enduring qualities. 

She had more power than the Roman empire did, and she has 

survived, conquered, and made as her own the soldiers who 

invaded her. Casterbridge with its historical connections 

symbolizes the past. 19 T~e Romans represent a phase of this 

past in which man has attempted to conquer nature. Farfrae 

represents the bringing of another change to the natural 

I7Thomas Hardy, The Hay-or of Casterbridr-e, p. 67.
 
(Text parallel to Standard EditionJ.
 

l8The A.'1lphitheatre is important to Henchard's life. 
For example, he is reunited with Susan at the amphitheatre. 

I9Howard O. Brogan, "'l'he Visible Essences in The 
Nayor of Castel'bri~," ELH, XVII (December, 1950), m. 
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world, a chan~e from the "old rustic order l1 into n "modern 

urban cOllmuni ty. ,,20 ldhile the firs t invasion of Hessex by 

the Romans failed, the second may be more successful. But, 

for the time being, the natural forces are stronger than the 

invaders, and the natural norms remain an active force 

affecting the lives of the characters. 

Hardy, according to Huss, has related the rural and 

urban orders in an unusual manner: 

Instead of taking the isolated rustic community 
as the basic setting and introducing only a modicum 
of urban contrasts, Hardy reverses the situation 
by allowing urban idealism to exact its full toll 
from a simple rustic intelligence. 21 

This transition away fror.J. a strictly rural setting is also 

demonstrated by the less frequent appearances of local 

color (the incidents associated with a totally agrarian 

area) in Mayor than in the two earlier books. 22 For instance, 

no activity in Casterbridge parallels the rustic social 

gatherings in Weatherbury.23 The local color introduced 

20Roy Huss, "Social Change and Noral Decay in the Novels 
of Thomas Hardy,11 DR, XLVII (April,1967), 35. 

21 I bid., p. 33 • 

. 22Thomas Hardy, The i·layor of Cas~erbridse, Introduction 
by Samuel Chew, p. xix; hereafter cited as Chew, Introduction. 

23In addition to eliminating some of the incidents of 
local color, Th~ Kayar of Casterbridge emphasizes Michael 
Henschard over the other characters. Although the emphasis is 
not carried to the extreme in Tess of the D'Urbervilles and 
Jud~ 1~e Obsc~r~, its beginnin[s are-evident in The Mayor of 
Casterbridge. 
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into Casterbridge usually supports the presentation of the 

conflict between urban and rural, as when machinery is 

shown at the market.24 

The Woodlanders is one of Hardy's last novels to 

have a single localized setting. The action occurs in and 

around Little Hintock, a small community in a wooded area 

to the northwest of Dorchester,25 that is to The \'loodlanders 

what the heath is to Native. 26 In this respect, the novel 

represents Hardy ' s return to the idyllic mode used before 

Nayor. 27 Drake labels the setting a " • • • literally and 

spiri tually pas toral conmlUni ty. ,,28 However, Hardy 1 s 

settinG does not now serve the same purpose as in the 

earlier novels: in The Woodlanders Hardy is attempting 

to " ••• portray h~~an life in the contex! of a natural 

setting."29 In other wores, he realizes that human life can 

24chew , Introduction, p. xiv.
 

25Carl Weber, Hardy of Wessex, p. 155.
 

26William H. Matchett, "The Woodlanders or Realism in
 
Sheeps Clothing," NCB', ix (December, 1955), 2"56. 

27John Henry Raleigh, "Victorian Horals and the Modern 
Novels," Par~ !!., XXV (Spring, 1958), 203 • 

. 28Robert Y. Drake Jr., "'rhe Woodlanders as Tradi tional 
Pastoral," l'IF'S, VI (Autumn, 19601: 252. . 

29Richard Beckman, "A Character Typology for Hardy ' s 
Novels," ELH, XXX (Barch, 1963), 75, italics mine. 
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no longer be realistically portrayed in a natural setting 

in his works. In Tess and Jude, Hardy further emphasizes 

man and de-ernphasizes nature. This change is responsible 

for the artistic imbalance of Tess and Jude (to be discussed 

la ter.) 

In Tess, Hardy still uses the natural setting, but 

the locale is more expansive, changing from the Vale of 

Blakemore to The Chase to the Talbothays to Flintcomb-Ashe 

to Stonehenge. No matter where Tess is, however, she is a 

part of the landscape.30 But in Tess the setting is not 

a background for the entire cast of characters: it is 

created only for Tess. In contrast, in the earlier novels, 

the background supports a sroup of characters, none of whom 

is as alone in this natural relation as is Tess. This novel, 

more than any of the others, stresses the extent to which a 

character can be related to the natural world.31 

Hardy again emphasizes a single character in Jude, a 

work that is also similar to Tess in the Dlanner in which 

the scene shifts: e.g., Marygreen to Christminster to 

Melchester to Shaston to Aldbrickham. 32 But these places 

are thriving urban centers, not the rural areas of Tess or 

3~weiner, £E. cit., p. 235.
 

31Holloway, The Victorian Sage, p. 267.
 

32Hellstrom, op. cit., p. 11.
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even the secluded towns of The Woodlanders. While in the 

novels written before Jude Wessex provides somethin8 of a . 
"moral absolute" for the characters and their actions, Hardy 

uses neither the boundary limitations or the natural nonn 

of Wessex in the last novel that he wrote. 33 Guerard asserts 

that as Hardy's concern with describing the land decreases, 

his pictures of society become more realistic. 34 But, Hardy 

eventually reaches a point in Tess and Jude where his 

attempts to be realistic create imbalanced works. Thus, 

the earlier novels, such as Madding Crowd, tend toward a 

romanticized picture of rural life, particularly in the 

portrayal of such rustics as Jan Cosgan. In Tess and Jude, 

their rOTIlantic quality has disappeared, and the rustics have 

become the crass Durbeyfields and Donns. Holloway surrmlarizes 

this sentiment as follows: 

All rectifying stabilites have dropped out of 
sight; and nothing is left but a frustrated 
aggregate of guerulous and disorientated 
Individuals.3~ 

Yet, to Hardy, nature is so important that even in Jude it 

1s not ignored. For this reason, Hardy's treatment of 

nature has always had a special appeal to scholars. Beach, 

33Howe, o~. cit., p. 137. 

34Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D'Urbervilles, Introduction 
by Albert Guerard, p. x; hereafter cited as Guerard, Introduction. 

35Hol~oway, Ope cit., pp. 288-289. 
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for example, remarks on how the nature descriptions give 

"color" that adds to the feeling of reality in the novels. 36 

Morrell states that Hardy viewed nature as a natural force, 

but in "chaotic disorder" and waiting for man to impose 

order. 37 Huss, agreeing with Morrell, observes that nature 

to Hardy is not necessarily malicious. 38 Hardy uses the 

heath to exemplify this indifference of nature. And, in 

fact, the heath is sometimes the only reality, for the 

towns avlay from the heath exist only in the imaginations 

of the characters.39 Thus, Eustacia does not dream of 

actualities, but of fantasies na.rned "Faris" and "Budmouth." 

Critics have generally agreed that nature is tradi

tional in her connections with the past, offering continuity, 

and that those who harmonize with her are unharmed.40 Those 

people who do not rebel, but who best adjust to nature, are 

the "changeless characters," the rustics.4 l But Hardy's 

major characters are not able to learn nature's lessons 

36Beach, op. cit., p. 67.
 

37Norrell, op. cit., p. 12.
 

38Russ, op. cit., p. 28 •
 

39Kellog 1.'1. Hunt, "Lord Jim and the Return of the
 
Na ti ve: A Con tras t, II EJ, XLIX (October, 196'()'f;~8-.---

40Holloway, op. cit., pp. 283-284. 

4l Davidson, op. cit., p. 21. 
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easily. Because they have a decided tendency not to accept 

nature's norms, they set themselves apart from the rustics 

to become heroes or heroines. The characters who have taken 

this rebellion upon the~selves are moved by " • • • reason, 

desire, passion, or some whim of temperament to attempt a 

change."~2 And so Eustacia attempts to leave the heath; 

Clym, to return. 

By populating a powerful natural setting with powerful 

characters, Hardy creates a wealth of material for study. 

Critics have placed tb£se characters in various classes and 

ca tegol'ies and have gi ven them various labels and names. 

Some of the ~QbiGuity in judging the characters-- such as 

Clym and Jude-- may result from the basis used by most critics 

in which they apply personality labels to the characters. 

This method can result not only in viewing the characters in 

different ways, but also in providing numerous labels and 

categories for the characters. For example, Cecil divides 

the characters into such groups as the "staunch, selfless, 

tender-hearted hero'l and the "willful, capricious, but 

fund81rlentally E;ood-hearted girl. 1l43 Baker, on the other 

hand, uses such categories as "embodiment of feminine 

42Thomas Hardy, :Ei'ar _f_ro_r:! _t_h_e Hadding _C_r 0,-vl_d, Introduction 
7by William T. Brewster, p. xxviii; hereafter cited as Brewster, 

Introduction. 

43Lord David Cecil, Hard-r The Novelist, p. 119. 
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fickleness" and "resulation libertine."44 Lawrence's 

g,r0upins:s range from the "bourgeois or average hero, Hhose 

purpose is to live and have his being in the community!l to 

the "passionate, aristocra.tic males, doomed by their very 

being, to tragedy, or to misfortune in the end. f145 Such 

sample divisions rely on the personality label the critic 

chooses to give the character and are, therefore, more 

nwuerous. The present study, instead of adding more 

personality divisions, uses a geographical division in 

which character division relies on a character's relation 

to the locale of the novel. The two divisions are those 

characters from the area and those from outside the area. 

Hardy frequently uses the device of introducing an 

outsider into the plots to further the action and, sometimes, 

to foil the protagonist. When the prevailing tone of the 

novel is one that idealizes the natural setting, the outsider 

rrequently assumes the role of the serpent in Eden. However, 

not all of the outsiders are evil, nor are all of them 

destroyed. Some, in fact, fare better than characters who 

are from the region. The outsiders who play major roles in 

the novels have different backgrounds. For example, Eustacia 

L~Ernest Baker, ~ne History of the ~E61ish Novel, IX, 
p. 63. 

45n. H. Lawrence, Phoe~i~, p. 52. 
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Vye, origlnally from Budmouth, is the daughter of a band

master, a Cortiote. Lucetta Templeman is originally from. 
Jersey. Donald Farfrae comes to Casterbridge from Scotland. 

Felice Charluond and Edred Fitzpiers are set apart from 

Little Hintock through education and society background. 

Other outsiders are not so easy to classify. For 

example, Damon Hildeve's background is never carefully 

examined, but he says of himself, "It L the curse of 

inflammability_7 has brought me dOHn from engineering to 

innkeeping.,,46 Diggory Venn, while originally from Egdon, 

has abandoned a fixed life for the role of the reddlemann. 

Sergeant Troy, also, is originally from the locale of the 

novel; but he is different from those close to the earth, 

because he is a child of a nobleman. 47 In addition, he has 

selected an occupation that removes him from the natural 

world. Elizabeth-Jane Newson/Henchard has never been in 

Casterbridge until s~e arrives with her mother in search of 

Henchard. But all of the other major characters in the four 

novels under cOrJsidera tion are rN'essex insiders. 

The same degrees of difference exist in determining 

which characters are from the reGion. Some, such as 

46Hardy, The Return of the Native, p. 52. ~ Text 
Parallel to Standard-eQition_7 

47Babb , Ope cit., p. IS3. 
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Gabr'iel Oak, Giles Hinterborne, and Harty South, are so 

closely associated with a region that there can be no 
. 
doubt about their placement. Thomasin, Yeobright and }1rs. 

Yeobright have wade EdgoD Heath their home; Thomasin, 

however, is more adapted to the heath than Mrs. Yeobright 

for the niece considers it her "natural and appropriate 

environr.uent."48 Farmer BoldHood, althou£h Healthier than 

most of the other inhabitants, 1s a landowner in the 

Weatherbury district. But his association with the land 

1s further stressed by his being referred to as "Farluer." 

Clym Yeobright and Grace ivlelbury are both originally from 

a rural area and both return to their particular locale. 

Michael Henchard and Bathsheba Everdene arc not originally 

from the al'eas associated with them, but both establish 

strong ties to their locales. 

In Tess and Jude, Hardy eliminates these character 

divisions, since in these last novels he uses the characters 

differently then in his earlier ones. The reasons for these 

character c~anges, to be examined later, are to be found in 

Hardy's changing view of the purposes of the novel and in 

his changing philosophy. Rutland says of Tess and Jude: 

48Deen, £E. cit., p. 209. 
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It h28 been gonerally rOGogniz9d that Hardy's 
last two novols stand ~y the~selves amons h:s 
work. The roason is usually ccnsiderad to lie 
in the manifestly different construction of 
these tHO books" each of them centered upon 
one human 1ife.49 

Furthermore, 'ress and Jude s tan6 alone bec~1Use of the 

changinG use of the natur21 norm which distorts the 

characters ana the artistic balance in these novels. 

49"J1" Ill" ..., ,'- "Qutl ~ n r1 rnh 0"'1" '"' p", Y'c'Jv • A Stud7 of HisI c ...... '1 1... ct \",.J." 1. ,... C<..I..."'l ~:.r:: .. _ - • 
--"'--

~ritinFS and Thei~ Back7round, p. 22. 



CHAPTER II 

rffiE OU'l'3IDSRS Al~D THEIR 

RELA'rI01\ TO THE I~A TURAL :WRH 

When the relationship of Hardy's characters to nature 

is considered, his philosophy emerges, because their final 

positions in the novels are determined by their acceptance 

or rejection of the natural standards around them. This 

acceptance or rejection is, in turn, determined by the 

method the characters choose of reactins to various sltua

tions. The emphasis that Hardy places upon the acceptance 

of a natural norm is best revealed by a study of the 

characters using their relation to the locale of the novels 

as a basis of division, for this locale provides the norm. 

Hardy's concept of the natural norm derives from the 

manner in which he defines nature, which, accordinE to 

50Holloway, contains four parts. First, Hardy sees nature 

as an "organic living whole" with its own life and personality.51 

Nature would be, then, an active force that could oppose 

characters, such as 'in the rejection of Troy, when he attempts 

to plant flowers on ?anny Robin's grave. Secondly, nature 

50Holloway, on. cit., p. 252._. -
51 Loc. c1 t. 
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is "unified on a [reat scale through both time and space."52 

Thus, nature offers a connection between the past and the 

present, as in Casterbridge. 'llhird, nature is "exceedingly 

complex and varied. ,,53 }'or eXaJrJ.ple, she can be both kind 

and cruel to one character, as she is to Gabriel Oak. 

Finally, Hardy vie\.J's these three principles as "integrated, 

however obscurely, into a system of rigid and undeviating 

law." 54 'l'his la.w would be the natural nop.n, a standard 

relying on the qualj.ties of the natural world. 

Since Hardy sees nature as a norm, he sees the 

characters' fates determined by their acceptance or rejection 

of it. However, he also sees the natural norm threatened by 

the encroach~ent of a social one. In Tess and Jude, Hardy 

presents his final state~ents concerning the natural norm, 

its importance, and man's fate when it disappears. But an 

examination of this concept in these two novels requires a 

knowledge of how the natural norm is used in the earlier 

novels-- Haddine Cro~d, Native, Hayor, and The tloodle.Dders. 

The outsiders of the earlier novels are those 

characters who are not geograpllically associated with the 

52Loc. ci t.
 

53Loc. ci t.


54Loc. cit.
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primary locale of the novel. They include Eustacia, Wildeve, 

Lucetta, Elizabeth-Jane, Farfrae, Mrs. Charmond, Fitzpiers, 

Venn, and Troy. Some of the characters, such as Venn, have 

chosen to dissociate themselves fro~ the area. Others, 

st<.ch as Lucetta and Brs. Charmond, come from the world 

outside Vlessex. 

Lucetta and Hrs. Charlllond appear as II type s, II rather 

than as people, who are introduced into the narrative to 

further the plot. Yet, they are representative of the 

characters who do not conform to nature. Duffin COIrL1'Tlents 

that Lucetta is "colorless in a completely unattractive 

way."55 This comment is perhaps too extreme, but she is 

colorless when her struggle against nature is compared to 

that of Eichael Henchard. Lucetta's character is a 

composite of symbols. For example, she wears red dresses 

and lives in High-Place Hall. 56 But, primarily, Lucetta, 

just as Cl~n, s)~bolizes a person who tries to escape the 

past and, therefore, nature, because in the town of 

Casterbridge, the past and nature are one. When Lucetta 

attempts to escape the past, she " ••• tries to defy the 

precepts of a malevolent universe that demands obedience 

~5!-IenI':Y C. Duffin, Thomas Hardy: A Stl.:ld? of the 
Wessex ~~ovel~, the Poems, and 1he Dyn_a..E ts, p. 30. 

56Bro~an, Ope cit., p. 311. 
~ 
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to its strict terms of behavior."57 She defies the nO~l 

of nature around her. But nature will not allow her to 

aisregard the past. The skimmi ty rj.de reminds Lucetta of 

the past, and her feat causes her to suffer a nervous 

collapse and a miscarriage, which lead to her death. 

While the results are the same, Mrs. Charmond's 

defiance of nature differs from Lucetta's, !'Irs. Charmond 

receives visitors while reclining on a couch, or takes 

drives through the country side. Her life is "largely 

spent in gratifying the idle whims of a capricious fancy.II58 

In contrast to her indolence, the inhabitants of Little 

Hintock are physically involved with the natural world. Mr. 

Eelbury sells timber, Giles moves ",lith his cider press 

through the country, and Marty works into the night pre

paring staves. At times, !'irs. Cha~lOnd is in direct con

flict with nature: by refusing to extend Giles' life-

holdings, she injures a person whose assoication with 

nature ranks with that of Gabriel Oak's. Brs. Charmond's 

flatness may result from Hardy's difficulty in portraying 

wealthy characters, but even her wealth places her in 

opposition to nature.59 Mrs. Charmond does not associate 

57Frederick R. Karl, "The Hayor of Casterbrid9'e: A 
New Fie tion Defined,:1 IvIFS, VI---rAu'tumn, 196~203. 

58Drake, Ope cit., p. 255. 

59Matchett, Ope cit., p. 252. 
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with the world of Little Hintock except when she is con

cerned about financial matters. By separating herself 

from the people of the area and the area itself, she 

refuses either to acknowledge or notice the natural norm. 

The report of her death at the hands of a mysterious South 

Carolina gentleman is in keeping with her isolation from 

Little Hintock, for her death is as removed from the area 

as was her life. 

Troy, Wildeve, and Fitzpiers are similar to Lucetta 

and Mrs. Charmond because of their passionate and glamorous 

characteristics. Troy, for example, is enhanced by his red 

uniform and his sword play.60 Chew describes Troy as a 

" ••• romantic, fascinating trivialist, who has yet in 

him sOTIlething not altogether ignoble. u61 In fact, Bathsheba 

is, at first, so impressed by him that she views him in this 

romantic way.62 The different ways in which the other 

characters in the novel see Troy could justify Bailey's term, 

"Mephistophelian visitant,1I since Troy at times does assume 

the role of Satan. b3 Another way of viewing Troy, however, 

60Duffin, Ope cit., p. 17.
 

61Chew , Thomas Hardv, p. 36 •
 
.:..-.-- ---"

62Roy Horrell, Thomas Ear.sx.: The ~{i:IJ:. and the l!ay, 
pp. 59-60. 

63J. O. Bailey, "Hardy's Mephistophelian Visitants," 
PML~, LXI (December, 1946), pp. 1147-1148. 
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is that which is in opposition to the natural forces around 

him. Throughout the novel, in a company of soldiers, he 

remains apart from the natural world. 64 This natural world 

represents, in Babb's terms, a " ••• continuity of past 

and present with gradual changes.,,65 Troy does not believe 

in gradual chanses; instead, he acts upon impulse. By 

refusing to make gradual changes, he opposes the natural 

world. 66 He also opposes the natural world by neglecting 

the farm work. Gabriel and Bathsheba, in contrast, do not 

noglec t work, and, therefore, the natural world. 67 Their 

dedication is illustrated in the scene in which they labor 

to save the grain ricks Hhile Troy and the laborers are 

drunk. Probably the scene which best illustrates Troy's 

relation Hith nature concerns his planting floHers on 

Fanny Robin's grave. Nature shows her antazonism to Troy 

by was~ins away the flowers, thereby rejecting and rebukin~ 

him. 68 Carpenter says of this incident: 

Nature is opposed to him it seems, because he has 
brollght into Weatherbury the callous, sophisticated 
ways of the outside world. 69 

6L1Babb, Ope cit., p. 153.
 

65Loc • cit.
 

66Loc • ci t.
 

67
Howe, Ope cit., p. 53.
 

68

Babb, Ope cit., p. 158. 

69Thomas Hardy, Far From the Maddink Crowd, Introduction 
by Richard C. Carpenter-;r;. xi. -- --- - 
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Nature's opposition to Troy culminates in his death, which 

is, as Bailey states, " ••• a violent last resol~t to get 

hlm out of the scene.,,70 Nature, using Boldwood as an 

agent, re~oves Troy from her world. When Troy dies, his 

disturbing influence disappears, and the natural world is 

again predominant, as shoHn by the marriage of Gabriel and 

Bathsheba. 

Wildeve resists Egdon Heath, which is one of Hardy's 

strongest presentations of a natural force. In Native the 

heath assumes a personality of its own. Throughout the 

narrative the heath is an always present force, which 

reflects the moods of the characters who inhabit it. 

Because of its strength, Wildeve's attempts to escape from 

the heath seem particularly futile. His battle against its 

natural forces also seems insignificant when compared to 

Eus tac is's di seen ten t, 'Hl'lich is so overwhelming. ;;lildeve 

is a "chip of the sa!11e sensual block" as Troy.71 But again, 

his passion seems small when compared to Eustacia's. Nore

over, his charac te r sl1.!'fers the sawe fate as Luce tta ' s : 

both appear insi8nificant when compared to the greater ones 

70Bailey, Ope cit., p. 1150.
 

71B ' ~.~.,t p. .
aAer, o~. 38 
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of Henchard and Eustacia. But because Vildeve is caught in 

her resistance to the heath, he suffers her fate. 

Edred Fitzpiers, while similar to Troy and Wildeve, 

is also Mrs. Charmondls counterpart in Th~ Woodlande2:~. 

According to HUss, these two are 

• • • complete aliens in the forest-world of 
Hintock, and the tastes, manners, and education 
which they have acquired render them incapable 
of comrrnmication wi th the rustics and imperceptive 
of the real A as opposed to the apparent, workings 
of Nature. 7c:. 

Fitzpiers is divorced from the natural Horld of Little 

Hinteok primarily throuEh his "r:1odern" attitudes. Hence, 

he is interested in medical science, particularly its 

experimental aspects. For example, he pays Grammer Oliver 

ten pounds in order to examine her brain after she dies. 

Early in the narrative, the rustics suspect that Fitzpiers 

is associated with the devil. One of the rustics, addressing 

Barber Percombe, says 

A very clever and learned young doctor, who, 
they say, is in lea[~e.with the de~~l, lives 
in the place you be b01ng to • • • 

Later, Bawtree tells a story about a carton of books sent to 

the parson instead of to Fitzpiers. When the parson saw the 

beoks, he wrote "Beware til on the package before sending it 

72Huss, Ope cit., p. 33. 

73Thomas Hardy, Th~ Woodlanders, p. 5. ~Text parallel 
to the standard edition:! 
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on. 71+ Furthermore, Fitzpiers does not attend church regularly. 

In all of these matters he is in opposition to the people 

around him. He beco~es what DeLaura calls a "study of the 
75cost of modernity." 

Fitzpiers' final break with the natural world occurs 

when he refects Grace for Mrs. Charmond and the outside 

world that she represents. Even though he eventually returns 

to Grace, he does not return to Little Hintock. Instead, 

they decide to leave the area. Fitzpiers is able to return 

to Grace because of his knowledge of hi~self. Troy and 

Wildeve, because they are not as intellectual as Fitzpiers, 

are unable to make this adjustment to a former life. 76 

However, Fitzpiers is similar to the other two in that he is 

"indolent and inpudent like Troy" and "unstable like Wildeve. n77 

All three men have strong sensual desires combined with a 

small a.'l1ount of willpower. Fitzpiers is drawn to HI'S. CharC10nc. 

just as Wildeve, to Eustacia and Troy, to Bathsheba. His 

discontent with Little Hintock parallels Wildeve's attenlpts 

to escape the heath. 78 

74Ibid ., p. 62.
 

75DeLaura, 9p. cit., p. 393.
 
76 5
rChew, Thom~s ~ardl' p. O. 

77Thomas Hardy, The Mayor of Casterbrid~e, Introduction 
by J. F. A. Pyre, p. xiV;-hereaIter citedas--Vyre, Introduction. 

78Deen, ope cit., p. 209. 
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The struggles of these characters-- Lucetta, Mrs. 

Charmond, Troy, ~'lildeve, and Fi tzpiers -- pale when compared 

'to the stru8ele of Eustacia Vye. Eustacia is Hardy 1 s 

greatest portrayal of an outsider in conflict with nature, 

or, more specifically, with Egdon Heath. Because she is an 

outsider and because of her conflict with nature, she is 

si:nilar i.n some respects to the other characters who have 

the same classification and who are involved in the same 

conflict. For example. Ellstacia is very sensual. As 

Duffin sa:rs, she is a Homan who 11 • • lives to love, and• 

to love in a hot, blind lustful way."79 As the other 

characters, such as }lrs. ChaYffiond, resist their surroundinss, 

Eustacia also resists the heath. The motive for all of her 

action is to escape the "leveling influence of the heath. IlSa 

This drive is so strong that, cor.mined.with Sustacia 1 s aEe 

and temperament, it has" ••• distorted her view of the 

world around her. u81 As a result, Eustacia has almost no 

concept of the heath as reality. But, what she does view 

as reality-- BUQ~outh and Paris-- are, to her, not really 

79Duffin, Ope cit., p. 17. 

80Eleanor McCann, "Blind Will or Blind Here: Philosophy 
and Hyth in Hardy's Return of the Native," Criticism, III 
(Spring, 196J.), 1l~3. - -- 

81Robert C. Schweik, "Theme, Character, and Perspective 
in Hardy's The Return of the Native," PQ, XLI (October, 1962),
761. 
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cities	 but an escape from the heath. 82
 

The heath, in turn, reflects Eustacia's discontent,
 

. just as it reflects the thoughts of all its inhabitants. 

For example, while Thomasin sees nothing evil in the heath 

and regards it as home, for Eustacia it is a "hell."83 In 

her resi stance to the heath, Eustacia becomes a Proraethean 

figure. Goldberg states: 

ation with fire enhances her image, since fire is a gift 

of the gods. 

Even though 81ym is also seen in te~ns of Promethean 

imagery and is, therefore, on the same plane as Eustacia, 

82Loc • cit.
 

83Deen, 0 p. c it., p • 210.
 

8~~H. A. Goldberg, "Hardy's Double Visioned Universe,"
 
EIC, VII (1957), 379. 

85JOhn raterson, "The Return of the Native as Anti
Christ Document," neF, XInJune-;--1959)-;-i13. 

86John Peterson, "'The Poetics' of The Retul~n of the 
Native," HF~, VI (Autwnn, 1960), 220. - 

87Ibid., p. 219. 
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the two characters are not similar. Their differences are 

best represented on the basic level of Clym's attempt to 

'return to the heath and of Eustacia's attempt to eRcepe 

from it. Eustacia's infatuation with Clym further illus

tratcs the way in which she sees, and is in conflict with, 

her surroundings. Eustacia sees Clym in the same way in 

which she sees Paris and Budmouth. 1t!ha t Heywood terms her 

"bookish romanticism" causes her romance Hith Clym.88 

Eustacia, blinded by her desire to escape the heath, does 

not accept Clym's attempt to return to it. She does not 

realize his love for the heath equals her hatred for it. 89 

Eustacia's fate, then, is in part deterDlined by her character. 

She would probably have been dissatisfied in any locale. 

Her unwilline:ness to comprOl\lise is the direct outcome of 

a "godlike desire for independence."90 SchVTeik notes that, 

in the "Queen of Night" chapter, Eustacia is sometimes 

described as a 

••• dangerous citizen of the cO~Iol0nwealth of 
hearts and hands, a young girl whose dreamy and 
imaginative yearninE ~as so distorted her views 
that she understands neither the heath nor the 
world beyond it. 91 

8Sc. Heywood "The Return of the Native and Hiss
 
Bradden's rrhe Dector's T,life: A Probable Source," NCr', XVIII
 
(June, 196)); 93-:---- - -- -

89~aCann, £E. cit., p. 143. 

90S chweik, Ope cit., p. 762. 

91Ibid., p. 761. 
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Yet, Eustacia is also the victim of forces around her and 

makes the strongest statement of these forces when she says: 

0, the cruelty of puttin~ me into this ill
conceived world! I was capable of much; but 
I have been injured and blichted beyond con
trol! 0, how hard it is of Heaven to devise 
such tortures for me, who have done no harm 
to Heaven at all. 92 

Eustacia is an outsider on the heath; she is not only 

unable to accept the natural world around her, but she 

nrnst also engage in actual conflict with it. Since she 

cannot accept it, she is destroyed by nature. Beach 

summarizes her desire to escape and her destruction: 

It will be the eternal irony of this peotic 
figure that no reader will ever be able to 
dissociate her from the lonely and Gloomy 
settin['; from which she made her desperate 
vain attempt to escape.93 

Eustacia is Hardy1s finest example of a character 

unable to accept the natural world and its demands. She 

is similar to Lucetta, !"Irs. Charmond, Troy, Hildeve, and 

Fitzpiers in her disregard of the natural norm. But not 

all of the outsiders resist the natural nornl. Indeed, 

some do not rebel against it, but, instead, adopt it. 

Arnone those who accept it are Venn, Farfrae, and Elizabeth-

Jane. 

92Hardy, The ~eturn of the Native, p. 356. 

93Eeach, Ope cit., p. 103. 
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Venn, althoush native to Egdon, becones an outsider 

when he adopts the profossion of a traveling reddleman. 94 

Bailey labels this symbolic character as 

• • • an aspect of some such force as the 
Ismaelitish heath seems to be, rather than 
one of the human beines who play out th~ir 
drama according to its pulls upon them.·~ 

Critics have studied Venn in two ways. Some view him as 

Bailey does, stressing his satanic qualities, describing 

him as a "Mephistophelian Visitant.,,96 Others, like 

Duffin, EO to the other extrerne and compare Venn to Gabriel 

Oak. 97 Yet, he seems to be between these two extremes. 

Haean notes that Venn intervenes in the action at four 

important points. Each tilne he has good intentions, but 

always the results are bad. 98 He intends to save two 

marriages, but, instead, he destroys them. 99 Because of 

the good intentions but the bad results, he becomes an 

ironical figure who looks evil but means well. lOO 

9Lmaily, op. ci t., pp. 1150-1151.
 

95Ibid ., pp. 1153-1154.
 

9610c • ci t.
 

97Duffin, Ope cit., p. 17.
 

98..Tohn Hage.n, "Note on the Significance of Diggery
 
Venn," l\fCF, XVI (September, 1961), 151.
 

99Hunt, Ope cit., p. 452.
 

lOOHagan, Ope cit., p. 153.
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Although Venn has assumed the role of an outsider in
 

which he attempts to manipulate the lives of the characters
 

'around him, he remains chose to nature. While he interfered 

with the other characters, he does not attempt to interfere 

with the natu~al world. The profession he has chosen does 

not dissociate him from nature. He acknowledges naturels 

norm and does not interfere with it; yet he sees nothing 

wrong in interfering with the lives of people who do not 

acknowledge this norm-- e. g., Eus tacia and i·lildeve. Because 

Venn does not resist the heath he lives in ha~nony with 

the environment. 10l Because he is compliant and does not 

chan[e, he achieves a degree of happiness in the conclusion 

of the novel. 102 As noted, Hardy had oriGinally intended 

for Venn to return to his traveling instead of marrying 

Tho:llasin. Had Venn done so, he still would have maintained 

lOlChew, Thomas Hardy, p. 39.
 

l02Lionel Stevenson, The Enflish ~ovel: A Panorama,
 
p. 3c9. Carl 'deber in "Hardy I s Grim -Eo te in-The He turnof the 
Kative, II notes that Hardy included. an explanation in BookV-I
of-the ,,'jessex edi tj_on (1912) of the original conclusion of The 
Return of the ~J[t ti ve • 'rne no te say s : "'llhe wri te r may s ta te
here that the original conceDtion of the story did not design 
a marriage between Thomasin and Venn. He was to have retained 
his isolated and weird character to the last, and to have 
disappeared mysteriously from the heath, noboby knowing hither-
Thomasin remaining a Ividow. But certain circumstances of the 
serial publication led to a change of intent. Readers can 
therefore choose between the endings, and those with an 
austere artistic code can assrune the more consistant conclusion 
to be the true one. 1I 
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his connection with the natural. world. 

While Elizabeth-Jane is an outsider to Casterbridge, 

she represents the complete acceptance of the natural 

surrolmdines. In fact, her acceptance is so great that 

she is termed by several critics a "stoic.,,103 In 

stressing this quality, critics frequently describe her 

by the qualities she lacks. For example, Chew describes 

her as not ~'fascinating like Eustacia," not 1I1ovable like 

Tess," and "not intellectual like Sue.,,104 Beclanan adds 

that she has "Lucetta's charm without her foolishness, 

Farfrae's stability without his narrowness and superfici 

ality," and "Henchardts emotional intensity without his 

self-destI>uctiveness.,,105 Because of her ability to 

accept whatever life has to offer, Elizabeth-Jane, like 

Vann, achieves a degree of happiness. Brogan analyzes 

her fate: 

In action as well as appearance she is embodied 
wisdom because she does not seek her desire by 
will and passion, as Henchard and Lucetta do, 
but in perfect resi8pation makes the best of what 
fate sends to her. 0 

l03Pyre des8ribes her as Hardyts"most complete and 
perfect portrai t of the feminine stoic. rl Beckman describes 
her as a stable stoic character. 

l04chew, Introduction, p. xix.
 

l05Beckman, Ope cit., p. 85.
 

106Brogan, Ope £it., p. 216.
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Farfrae possesses the s~~e stoic qualities as
 

Elizabeth-Jane. Beckman says that the Scotsman does not
 

'try to understand the universe since he knows how to use 

it for his own purposes.107 In some respects, the battle 

between Farfrae and Henchard represents the conflict 

between the new and the old ways of life. Henchard, for 

example, is identified with custom and tradition. l08 

Farfrae, in contrast, typifies new methods and ideas. l09 

Even though Farfrae brines a new way of life into Caster-

bridge, he does not set this way of life against the 

natural world around hinl. Henchard is not able to adapt 

to the natural world but, instead, tries to force it to 

adapt to him. Farfrae has a pliability which Henchard 

1'0lacks and which accounts for his success in th~ novel. -

Henchard is continually defeRted by his passions. For 

example, ~is decision to ruin Farfrae financially is one 

of passion and results in his own defeat. Farfrae's only 

departure from the natural norm is his marriage to Lucetta. 

When he marries Elizabeth-Jane, he acknowledges the 

107Beckman, Ope cit., p. 85 • 

108JOhn Paterson, "The Mayo!' of Casterbrid.Q'.e as 
Tragedy," VS, III (Decembe~195'~13'7. >-

109Chew, Thomas Hardy, pp. 48-49.
 

110 i 5
Brogan, Ope ~., p. 31 • 
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supremacy of the natural order and proves that he is willing 

lllto conforrn to it. In this way, he assures his success.

The geographic basis of these characters, then, is 

less important than their willinsness to accept or reject 

the natural nor.m. Although Lucetta, lVII's. Charmond, Troy, 

Wildeve, Fitzpiers, Eustacia, Venn, Elizabeth-Jane, and 

Farfrae are all outsiders, their final position in the 

novel depends upon their ability to accept the natural norm. 

Their final outcome is determined by their flexibility, 

their willinGness to accept whatever nature offers, and 

their lack of dominating passions. 112 But Farfrae and 

Elizabeth-Jane achieve a degree of happiness because of , 
their willingness to conform to nature; ~ustacia and the 

others do not because they resist the natural norm. BecJ.c:1an 

says of these resistors: 

Instead of passing humbly throush the iron 
gates of life, as do the cho1i 1 rustics, they 
violently collide with them. 3 

Because of their resistance to the natural norm, they are 

destroyed, usually by nature or by an agent for her. 

Illpaterson, "~'layor of Casterb_riciF,e," p. 169.
 

112Karl, op. cit., p. 211.
 

113Beckman, .£E. cit., p. 78.
 



CHAP'rER III 

THE INSIDEHS AND Y8EIR
 

RELArrrON 'ro THE NATURAL HORN
 

The outsiders in Hardy's novels are those characters 

who are not associated through their background's wi th the 

primary locale of the novel and those who have chosen to 

dissociate themselves from the primary locale. These 

characters contrast with those who are associated with a 

novel's particular locale-- Doldwood, Hrs. Yeobri[ht, Clym, 

Thomasin, hichael Henchard, Grace, Gilos, and Marty. A 

study of the insiders also further emphasizes the importance 

of the natural norm in the novels of Hardy, for the con

clusions correspond to those derived from the study of the 

outsiders. The insiders are affected by the necessity of 

confonninc to the natural world, as the outsiders are, and 

they must suffer the consequences when they fail to conform 

to this norm. Por example, !-iichael Henchard1s resistance to 

the natural norm is as great as Eustacia's, and his destruc

tion is just as tragic. The insiders, then, have the same 

basic division as the outsiders: those who resist the 

natural norm and those who accept it. Huss emphasizes 

this d.Ivision: 
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Though such characters as Gabriel Oak in Far 
fro~ the Maddin~ Crowd occasionally have an--- -- --'-'advantage because they live on the most inti 
mate ter~s with Nature, ethers, such as Michael 
Henchard in 'l'he l'lE!:'y~r Sl_f. Casterbri9J;,:e suffer 
both spiritual and material losses because of 
their alienation from Hatur~ pf their inability

. t ,. ,1.14t o mee t 1 s cnanglng mOOQs. 

Boldwood, Mrs. Yeobright, and Michael Henchard are 

the characters amont; the insiders \vJ:10 resist the natur8.1 

norm. 'l'he actions of these chare.cters demonstre.te their 

conflict with the natural world. The characters who do 

not re s is t the natural norm-- Gabrie 1 Oak, B[~ ths~eba, Cl.7,'171, 

Thomasin, Grace, Giles, and Marty-- are more difficult to 

classify. This difficulty arises, in part, from Hardyls 

shift to social, as distinguished fro~ cosmic, criticis~.115 

Thus, they illustrate the difficlJlties of using such terms 

a.s "successes" or lIfailures,lI for critical jud[,rilent of them 

a.nd their situations varies. Clym is the most notable 

example of a character whose final outcome is disputed by 

critics. If success is being rewarded total happinoss, 

then theI'e are few, if any, charac te rs \-lho qualify, in a. 

Hardy novel. More often than not, the characters who 

accept the natural. norm are bet\Veen the two extremes of 

total destruction or total happiness. For example, death 

ll4Huss, Ope ci~., p. 28.
 

ll5Wa~enknecht, Ope cit., 363.
 
'- - -- p. 
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. hns not made Giles a failure since he dies in the so-called 

happy way of giving his life for someone he loves • 

. Bathsheba, Gabriel, Thomasin, CIJ~l, and Grace are, at the 

conclusion of the narratives, surrounded by the question 

of what quantity or quality of happiness they will receive. 

These characters who conform to the natural norm, but who 

are difficult to classify as successes or failures, best 

typify Hardy's philosophy. These characters give rise to 

the labels of rr Immanent Hill rr or "de termini sm" or "pes simism" 

which are frequently applied to Hardy's writinG, as critics 

try to answer wh~r conformi ty does not bring happiness. 

The resistance of the three insiders who do not 

accept the natural norm ta)ces different forms. Boldwood, 

one of Hardy's earlier attempts of a complex character 

study, alienates himself from nature. Hardy illustrates 

through Boldwood how false appearances can be. llb 

Ernest Baker describes Boldwood as " • the traditional 

ca~n, self-disciplined nature stung to infatuation by a 

woman's capricious blandishcnents.,,117 He owns a farm in 

the area of idea therbury, which connec ts him wi th nature. 

His wealth, however, is beginnins to alienate him from 

116Richard C. Carpenter, "The Hirror and the SHard: 
ImEt[!ery in Far from the 1',:adding CroHd, rr NCF, SVIII (Harch, 
196L~),	 337.----- 

117Baker, Ope cit., p. 34.
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his surroundings. His infatuation for BRthsheba causes 

him to become progressively mope and more alienated from 

nature while his connection with the civilized world 

increases. 118 Eventually, his break with the natural world 

is complete Hhen he is declared legally insane for the murder 

of Troy.l19 

Mrs. Yeobrieht is another character who resists her 

natural world. Deen states that l'-Irs. Yeobright is "only 

less reconciled to her existence than Eustacia,,120 Her 

resistance, however, is revealed in her determination to 

see Cl~n leave the heath. Because in this way she resists 

the heath and the natural world, it retaliates against her. 121 

She is destroyed by a force of the heath-- an adder. 

Henchardls resistance to the natural norm results from 

his inflexibility. His stubbornness equals Mrs. Yeobright1s. 

Like Boldwood, he strufgles with emotions and passions 

beyond his control. Michael Henchard's character, however, 

is much greater than that of Boldwood. At times, Henchard 

122appears more as an unexplainable force than as a person. 

118Babb , Ope cit., p. 155.
 

119Ibid ., p. 151.
 

120Deen , Ope ci~., p. 209.
 

121acCann, Ope cit., p. lId.
 

122Karl , Ope cit., p. 197.
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Paterson describes him as possessing the "heroism of 

spirit that prerers the daneerous satisfactions or the 

super hwnan to the mild. comforts or t~e merely human.,,123 

Thus, he cannot accept mere friendship from Farfrae 

because he expects a greater affection. Henchard is 

neither submissive to nature nor is he a "sensitive misfit." l24 

Instead, he is a man of character, and, as such, he deter

mines his own fate. All of the other characters in Hayor 

appear to be secondary when compared to Henchard in his 

struGgle with his natural surroundings and with himself. 

Henchard II • • • fills the horizon and towers over the 

minor characters, in passion and sobriety, in fury and in 

repentance, in predatoriness, and finally in ennobling 

humility.,,125 

Henchard possesses the same type of Promethean strcncth 

and is involved in the same type of Promethean stru[81e as 

Eustacia and Clym. Pyre states that Henchard is one of the 

"true ProlQethcans ll who "are not, necessarily, the obviously 

good, much less the secure.,,126 A Promethean figure takes 

part in a lonely, tra£ic struG~le, as Henchard does, for his 

123Paterson, "Hayor of Casterbridpe," p" 156.
 

121lDesmond Ha\..rkins, }hr01: Jhe ~To veIl s t, p. 39"
 

125Weiner, Ope cit., p. 232.
 

126pyre , Introduction, pp. xxxi-xxxii.
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cause may be opposed by pOHers [rea ter than hi.s. Henchard 

is alHays alone and isolated; he enters Casterbrid[e alone, 

he builds his business alone, he fi2hts alone, and he leaves 

Casterbrid[e defeated and alone. 127 

Yet Benchard realizes that something-- his pride and 

passion-- has to be controlled. 128 Whenever he cannot 

control them, he conflicts with the natural no~n around 

him. Because his pride and passion are responsible for 

his defeat, Bencnard, probably more than any other of 

with him. 1I129Hardy's characters, "carries his fate The 

very quali ties Hhlch make Henchard SUC:C1 an ou ts tandingl~T 

strong character are responsible for his downfall, for 

these are the qualities which he cannot control. Brogan 

notes: 

The author never loses an opportunity to 
point out that Henchard1s presiding sin is 
pride, and it is no doubt for his pride that 
he is made to 80 before a certain ~r. Fall, 
whose prophecy that in the coming season it 
will be more like living in Revelations that 
in En£land turns out, as ancient prophecies 
often did, to be correct in its main outlines 
thoug:h deceptive in its details. 1 30 

127Karl, Ope cit., p. 197.
 

128Ib~d., p. 198.
 

129Chew , Thomas ~ardy, p. 47.
 

130Brogan, Ope cit., p. 315.
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Henchard is also unable to control his passion or ambition, 

and these emotions, connected with his pride, destroy him. 

His traeedy is that he is a victim of himself. I31 Because 

he is ruined by his own l!tragic flaws," he is equal in 

13;>stature to some Greek or Shakespearean heroes. - Like 

these characters, for exarnple, Oedipus and Le8,r, Henchard 

must, as P.s.terson states, II • • • redincover in Bufferins 

and sorrow the actuality of the moral power he had so 

recklessly flouted." 133 

Henchard'3 pride will not allaH him to admit the 

supremacy of the nat~ral world, nor will it allow him any 

flexl"t):.lity. Through t'le novel r..e aets azainst the natural 

world and deviates from its norcrl. 13l:. For exarr:ple, :lenchard 

acts apainst nature when he attemots to make the damared 
~ 

wheat 'Hhole and ""hen he seeks a Heather prediction. l35 

These acts reveal Henchard's attempts to trespass on the 

natural world's do~ain. In audition to refusing to accept 

the actions of the natural world, he emphasizes the necessity 

131Jutland, Ope _cit., pp. 207-203.
 

132Stevenson, Ope ci~., p. L~06.
 

133pa terson, "hayor of Cas terbrid2e," p. 1.33.
 

134James li. Balcer', "'I'he,na tic A:flbigui ty in Nayor of
 
· 1 II .,., ..... - I (" loer') 15 _'asC t_erbE_c..f'e, ~L, Play,.":);>, • 

135Paterson, !II',la;Tor of Casterbrid.~," p. 139. 
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of conforndne to the natural norm even 1f tha t norm changes. 

Henchard is a part of the past. 130 Casterbridge, however, 

is adoptinG new ways; and the same virtues that made Henchard 

succeed in the old Casterbridge destroy him as he resists 

the changes around him. 137 Huss states: 

Casterbrid[e, which seems poised and waiting 
for the Industrial Revolution ••• becomes 
the cage ~Thich blpri son s the unhappy Henchard 
as he iries to confonn both to its conventions 
and to its progressive spirit. 138 

Henchard is willful, assertive, and resistant to his fate; 

Farfrae and Slizabeth-Jane are not. 139 Benchard resists the 

natural \;'Orld and its norm, but Farfrae and Elizabeth-J8.ne 

remain flexible. He is destroyed by the nor~rr which he 

resists. ~hey attain a degree of success. 

The other insiders-- Gabriel Oak, Bathsheba, Clym, 

Thomasin, Grace, Giles, and harty-- do not resist the 

natural nor~. In an attempt to determine Hardy's philosophy, 

critics usually rely on these characters. Through thenl 

Hardy illustrates that nothing can brine guaranteed happi

ness; the best that can be offere~ 1s the hope for less 

136Brogan, Ope cit., p. 314.
 

137Eovrarc1 o. Grogan, "Science and Narrative structure
 
in Austin, Hardy, and ::Joolf," r;;CF, XI (EHrch 1957), 220. 

138rruss, o~. cit., p. 36. 

139Brce:an, "Science and :Tarrative Structure," p. 2(:0. 
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unhappiness. This attitude is particularly irnportant when 

considerinr; Gabriel Oak, fOl' he ls usually regarded as beine; 

.	 the closest to nature. He represents "nature and its 

norrn."lt~o Babb, who describes him as "sturdyll and "natural," 

stresses that he remains 

••• allied with the processes of nature 
throUfh performin[' the ordinar:r tasks of 
farmer or shepberd, hifl feet firmly planted
in the natural Horld. !.l 

Hoolf c.escribes him as " ••• stable in his t81rlperament, 

steadfast in his affections, and capable cf open-eyed endur

ance \-ri thou t flinci1ing." H~2 Beckman ter:ns Oak an !l • . . 
elevated rustic whose ironical attitudes are exhibited 

practically instead of verbally and seriously instead of 

comically.t'143 Rowever, no matter what label is applied 

to him, Gabriel Oak is usually viewed as the character 

Hardy was best able to associate with the endurlng norms 

of nature. As such, Drew states that he becOlr..es a 

••• symbol of man's true place in his universe, 
of the control of passion by self-discipline, and 
of all ,tpa t w:1ich to Hardy gives rnan dig-n:i. ty and 
worJ-h l41~

1I_~ • 

1L~OB ' ..an, ~.,• t vA3cCKlr Ope p. •
 

141 ..
Babb, 0 p. C J. t ., p. lh9 • 

J.L!.2 V:i.rp-:i.nia idcolf ,rhe Se_l?ond C:om:,lOn Reader, p. 227. 

14'3p , . t 77~eCj.ffilan, oJ:?. ~2:-.' p. • 
1l0+	 .Drew, Ope cit., p. 150. 
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Hardy stresses Oak's connection with nature through 

a choice of descriptive terms. For example, in the first 

. reference, he states: 

When Farmer Oak smiled, the corners of his 
mcu.th spread till they \'1ere wi thin an unim
portant distance of his ears, his eyes were 
reduced to chinks, and diverging wrinkles 
appeared round them, extendins upon his 
countenance like the rays aD a rudimentary 
sketch of the rising sun. l > 

Because of his association with nature and the natural norm, 

Gabriel should, logically, receive many rewards from her. 

Yet, thB irony remains that Hardy should interject a question 

in the conclusion of the novel concernins Oak's happiness. 

At the conclusion of the narrative, \~'hen 3athsheoC', and 

Gabriel are rrlarried, Foorcrass com'1~ents 

"Yes; I Sl.:.ppose that's t~e size ott, ••• 
and I wis~ him joy 0' her; thouCh I were 
once or twice upon saying to-day with holy 
Hosea, in ray scripture ::lanner, Hhich is 
D~ second nature, 'Ephraim is joined to idols: 
let him alone. ' Eu t since 'tis as 'tis, \-Thy 
might have been \-10rse, and I feel my thanks 
accordinzly.,,146 

Bathsheba's acceptance of her natural surroundings 

is not, at firat, as total as Gabriel's. She has the 

lrapulses of both the socially refined (shown by her llnncing 

in the mirror) and of the natural (shown by her horse-

1L~5[rrLOmas Hardy, Far yro~ The, l'ladd_ing Cr~Hd., p. 1.

L'l.lex t parallel eo Standard edi ti on~.7
 

146-, . d 46L!9.?-_., p. ~ • 
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ridine. )U17 Hhen she first arrives at Heatherbury, she 

mt Idly wants to "be somebody. !llL~8 Because of this desire, 

. she revolts against the norm of the country life.lL~9 In 

her revolt, she marries Troy, a person in direct opposi

tion to nature, instead of Oak. 1SO According to 3abb, 

The fact that Bathsheba does belong essentially 
to the natural world is indicated over and over 
by Hardr in the fiGurative language he applies 
to her. 51 

By the end of the novel, however, she has learned to value 

Oak .152 Her re tnrn to him on the dC2. th of Tro'J 13ac:_s to 

the "moderately happy" endine: of the Dovel. 1 ':;3 In her 

temporary departure from the natural norr:l and r:cr 8.ttem:.;t 

to return to it, she resembles Clym. And while her future 

is probabJ-y more ;>romisin[ t::'1)olD Glym 13, t-~lC closin[ re~larks 

of Maddin~ Crowd do not 7uarantee so. 
---------~ - ~ 

CI~1 leaves his natural world and later returns to 

it. He finds tra2edy in 'hi s re turn anc, finally, a t telll~ts 

147Babb, Ope ~jt., p. 135. 

1L1 63e c krnan , 0 r). c 1 t ., p. 77. 

l~YStevenson, £:2' c1 ~., p. 365. 

~ co· 1· . t1.,; R8vJnnS, Ope ~., p. L~ 7 • 

15l Uabb, op. ~i~., p. IS7. 

152Ibid., p. 11~6. 

1533ailey, !'Vis5_oDS of Self," p. 78. 
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to reconcile the Imowledge sained through traEedy to his 

surroundinrs on E[don Heat~. Clym leaves the heath and 

beco~es a diamond mcrc~ant, a profession dependant upon 

promotln~ ultimate s~nbols of vanity, self-indulgence, and 
154wealth. He does not find contentment in the outside 

world, however, and returns to the heath, his love of it 

· b . ·f· h· .haVlng een ln t enSl led b y lS experlences. 155 I n h·1S 

return he is seekins an " ••• impossible world where the 

externals of society do not count.,,156 His desire to return 

to the heath, however, is so great that it distorts his 

view of himself and those around him. Baker explains that 

while Cl~rm sees himself as liS trone and determined," he is 

actually sufferin3 from "paralysis of the will."lS7 Clymts 

failure to see himself and others realistically, combined 

with Eustacia's similar fault, produces the tragedy of the 

novel. T::.ey are dra~m together because of a !lmutual misun

derstandinE" of each other. ISS 

Clym's goal in returning to the heath is an unreal

istic as his views of himself and Eustacia. His desire to 

15L~Otis B. Hheeler, "Pour Versions of Return of the 
Native," NCf, XIV (June, 1959), 3L~. 

155Chew , Tho~ Har~, p. 41. 

156schweik, Ope cit., p. 766. 

157Bake r, -,-H_i_s_t~C'-,-.r-!<y" _o_f _th_~ F_o_v_e_l., p. 39 0 

15CI-IcCann, o~. cit., p. lL!3. 
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better man is Promethoan. 159 But, in attempting to better 

the rustics, he is tampering with the natural world, one 

that he has already seen fit to leave. Hardy's final 

attitude toward Clym and his attempted return is ambiguous. 160 

Bechaan, for example, sees Clymls return as one 

••• to a neutral, native condition of existence. 
He endures just as the heath endures, leads a life 
drab as it is drab, and becomes purblind as it

6remains monochromatic. l 1 

However, Hhile he physically returns, Glym is not able 

spiritually to return to the heath: the norm he once 

rejected Hill not totally accept him. His fs.te, as Schvwik 

o °tOt~s 0 " ••• remaln th V1C0 t 0 0 f a par~la0Vlews 1 , 0 _e 1m ... 1 

delusion which effee ti vely di s torts partial inslEht. !1162 

Hardy says of the reception to Clymls preachinc, !lEut 

everywhere he was kindly received, for the story of his 

life had becor:1C generally knol,m." 163 Since his story is 

known, he will always be set apart by it. As a result, 

Clym \'Iill never be anythinG but a ttfish out of water. tt164 

_. 159 Ted R~ Spi V8'T f' '1 'rhomas Hardy's 'rragic Hero,lI NCP, 
IX (vecember, 1/51~.), l~'.). 

160DeLaura, Ope cit., p. 38L~. 

1613eclanan, Ope CJ.t., p. 72. 
It:? ... , Ok °t 

..i ~..:. C nwe J. , Ep. ~., 7'7 •p. 1 0 

It:3H&.rdy, neturn of tne_ Native, p. L~06. 

164T~omas Hardy, Return of the,Native, Introduction 
by Jo"b..n Paterson, p. xi;here8~rf.8-rClteQas-'·Paterson, 
Introduction. 
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And, Paterson as serts, he " • • • has as Ii t tIe in corrr;non 

with the barbaric heath as any cha-l1acter in the novel."16;; 

Thomasin does not attempt a partial rebellion, as 

does Clym, but inst'2;ad accepts her environment just as much 

as Oak does. She sees nothing evil about tbe heath, and 

does not attempt to rebel against it. She does not attempt 

to brine change into the heath, but wants to conform to it. 

Yet, in the original plan of the novel (stated earlier in 

thi s study) Thomas in was to rornain vlidowed after the death 

of Wildeve. Even thaugh she conformed to her natur~l 

surroundinss, her final happiness would have been question

able. 

Grace is not as acceptin8 of the natural world as 

Thomasin but leaves Little Hintock. Her departure is the 

result ef Mr. Melburyls desire to apologize fer a sliEht 

to Giles ':linterborne I S father. :i·Ir. Helbury views marriage 

betwsen Giles and Grace as a means of setting things right. 

~·.!hen she returns to Little Eintock, her education • • •11 

superimposed upon her rustic backzro.lmd causes her to be 8.t 
//

odds wi th herself as to Hhich values she will choose. 'I 1bO 

She finds herself beh-Ieen the outs:i.ders n~rs. Charmond and 

165PatersOD, Return of the Native as Antichristian," 
p.	 116. - - 

l66H • t 33 ... ~U s s, 0 p. E2:-_., p. • 
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Fitzpiers) and the insiders (Giles and Marty).167 

When Grace chooses to marry ?itzpiers, she aligns herself 

.	 with the outside world. 168 Grace learns, however, that she 

is not a member of the outside world, and she tries to gain 

admittance to her former world through her love of Giles. 

\vhen she sees him the nornin[ after he has left his cs.bin 

for her, she gains knowledge of herself and of her place in 

169the natural world. As Drake states, her II ••• recon

ciliation w:!.th the Arcadian world which she had momentarily 

betraJTed in her marriage is nOH complete. 1l170 Giles' 

death subdues her to the native environment; but she turns 

back to the outer world, represented by Fitzpiers. 171 

Gile s 'dinterbo rne and Earty South are the las t of the 

characters who conform to their natural surroundinEs, yet 

who are dj.ff5.cult to label as !lsuccesses!l or "failures." 

They are as closely related to the woodlar.ds of Little 

Hintock as Clym is to Esdon Heath, or even more closely, 

because they do not even partially rebel. Drake states 

167Georce S. Fayen Jr., "Hardy's The 1:loodlanders: 
Inwardness and I:lemory,ll S.2;L, I (April, 196i), 61. 

168Drake, op. E.2:.'t __ ., p. 255. 
169Sa iley, lIVisions of Self, II p. 88. 

170Drake, Ope cit., p. 256. 

171Chew , Thomas Hard1, p. 50. 
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that they are able to perceive the I' . • • natural world 

••• as at once a reflection of and a parable for the 

lives of Inen.,,172 RaleiGh says of their relation with 

na tU.re tha t the~l are " • • • in tune wi th the natural 

world-- whose symbols they can decipher like hieroglyphs-

instinc ti ve, and personal. 1, 173 Giles is frequen tly 

compared to Gabriel Oak because of his "practical sagac:i. ty 

••• constancy and solid virtue, and ••• his modest 

estimate of his own merit."174 

Harty ~as the same characteristics 8.S Giles. ':lhile 

Hardy generally neglects her in the middle of the narrative 

in order to follow the activities of Grace, she is present 

in the ~eginnin~ and conclusion of the novel. Hatchett 

says her development in the eurly part of the novel 8U[gests 

that s}~ will be the h3roine. 175 Even thouGh attention 

centers on Grace, Marty appears frequently enough through

out the narrative to re~ind the reader of her presence and 

to stress her unchan0inc connection with nature. She acts 

as a " ••• symbol of a neutral, pessimistic attitude 

---._---
172Drake, Ope cit., p. 254. 

173Releigh, Ope cit., p. 253. 

174?yre, Introduction, p. xvi. 

175Hatchett, Ope cit., p. 250. 
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toward the vicissitudes of existence.,,176 Neither Giles 

nor Harty ever question the natural forces around them. 

For examplo, Giles does not hesitate to leave his home for 

Grace and to stay in the rain, even thou£h he is not well 

enough to do so. Marty, even thou~h she is saddened by 

Giles' death, is, in a way, triwnphant; because, as she 

tells Grace: 

" • • • he bolongs to nei ther of us noVI, and 
your beauty is no more powerful with him than 
my plainness. I have come to help you, ma'am. 
He never cared for me, and he cared mu.ch for 
you; bu.t he cares for us both alike now." 17 7 

She continues to express this attitude in the final passBEo 

in the novel when she says over Giles' Erave: 

Now, my own, own love, ••• you are mine, 
and on'y mine; for she has forgotten lee 
at last, althou[h for her you died. But I-
whenever I ret up I'll think of lee, and 
whenever I lie down I'll think of loe. ~hen

over I plant the younS larches I'll think that 
none can plant as you planted; and whenever I 
turn the cider-urinE, I'll say none could do it 
like you. If ever I forget your name let me 
forget ~norne and heaven. 3ut, no, no, ray love, 
I never can for[et 'ee;nfor you was a Eood man, 
and did ~ood things l 1(0 

One of the difficulties in dealing with the charac

ters of Tho Woodlanders results from the fact that the 

176Beck~an, Ope cit., p. 75. 
177 Thomas Hardy, The 'iloocUanders, p. 390. 

17 8Ibid., p. Ll-4li. 
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novel is transitional; it is illustrative of the changes 

Hardy Has seeing in the natural vwrld and, thereby, the 

chances in his philosophy. rrhroug-h his novels, Hardy 

ShOHS an increas ing connec tion "Ii th the effec ts of the 

influx of society in the natural world and the corresponding 

chances in tho natural norm. Rutland states that Hayo.! 

marks the end of the period in which Hardy's novels II are 

before all else works of art."179 Hardy had alwaJs had 

a tendcnc;r to preacll, but it is only in the novels be~inning 

wi th T!1~ 'tloo(1)anders tlla t thi s tenden cy in terfere s wi th the 

s tor~T .180 In JJ'l_~ Hoo_c~J.:.anclers, Hardy's arti s tic balance 

began to weaken. Throufh the novels, he reveals the 

incI'eas inp encroach21en t on the natural nor:-:l by so c1 e ty.
~ , 

Finally, t~e only place that ~e ca~ use to illustrate a 

workable natural norm is Little Hintock, an area so secluded 

that even the residents of Greater Hintcck regard it as 

totally isolated. 

I:[hile the novel, for the :nost part, centers around 

the lives of the people in Little 5tntock, Hardy uses the 

characters to com.ment on social conventions. In this way, 

he was puttinG these characters to the sa,ne purpo::"e as he 

later does in Tess. In Jhe Woodla~d~r3, he advances the 

------_._---
179Rutland, Ope cit., p. 211. 

1208ecil, cp. ci~., pp. 187-188. 
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the:;le tha til. • • society, and the ins ti tutions Hhieh it 

support~, may be the critical deter~inants of an individual's 
. 1(11

life. 11 ...
1 He a ttncks oduca tion Hhen it is used in the 

manner that 1'1:r. }'lclbury uses i t-- as a 11 • • • means for 

reac':,ing n :'1i[)ler stratum of society.ll1e.2 :i'lore iFlpor

tantly, he is concerned with the marriace qUestion. lS3 

Huss describes the importance of this concern in the 

development of Hardy's novels: 

• • • the emphasis upon the problem of sexual 
selection, which the conventional attitude 
towards marriage complicates, prepares the way 
for Hardy's more violent and overt attack upon 
conventions in T8S;:lLt0f the Q'Urbervilles and 
Jude the Obscur~, 

In 'E'1e iJoodlanders, according to Brennecke, Hardy 

• turns from an instinctive fatalist into a conscious" • • 

philosophic artist. a185 In 1~~ and Jude, "b.e uses c!1aracters 

and setting as tools to express his philosophy. By the 

time of the compo s i tien of T8 s sand Jude, he has ch8.n Led 

his use of settin3; in Tess the rural order is subjugated 

by civilization; in Jude it has been replaced. But part 

181Haro ld Orel, 'I':r..om.a_~ Har:..~;I'~ Eoic-Drama: A Studl 
of the Dynas~.E.., p. 36. 

182Huss, ° t L0 •Ope ~1.:.-..• , p. ~
 

183n °1 °t l~~
~eCl , -.L-00. Cl ., p.__ uu. 

lULl-Ibid." p. 30. 

185E:rnest Brennecke, 'l~omas !iar_~'~ Universe: A 
Stu_ely. of ~ Poet'~ I-lind, p. L~7. 
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of the old pattern remains, for the characters are still 

faced with the problem of defining a norm and conforming 

to it; hOI-leVer, nOH such confor:ni ty is more difficult, 

be CR'.l3e the obvious natural norm has di so.ppeared. 



CHAP'fER IV
 

TESS AND JUDE
 

A CONCLUSION
 

When studied in relation to Hardy's other novels, 

Tess and Jude are representative of his changing philosophy 

a.nd tbe ways in which he adapts the novel form to express 

the changes. Probably they are arnonc the novels most often 

associated with Hardy. Yet, because they are not among 

hls more E'.rtistically balanced vlOrks, such as E~yo~ or 

Native, in which the elements of theme, character, and 

settin~ work together, Chew sees Hardy's last major novels 

as non-characteristic of the author. lB6 Tess and Judo show 

Hardy, as Chew states, II • • • emer[ing from the implicit 

to the explicit in the illustration and expounding of his 

view of life.,,187 In his novels, Hardy almost always 

attacks some social convention. Even his first work, The 

Foor han and the Lady, was rejected because of the social 

criticism it contained. lS8 But in most of the novels 

before 'fess and Jude, the cri ticisrn was implied ra ther 

186Chew, Thomas HardI, p. 60.
 

187Loc. c1 t.
 

188;'lcgenknecht, op. c1 t., p. 362.
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189

than directly statcd. For example, in Mayor, Hardy 

sugfests the evils that mechanization will bring to the 

rural areas when Whittle COJmlents that even though Farfrae 

is an easier master, the pay is a shilling a week less. 

However, in ~ Hnd ..Tude, Hardy beco;lles obviously didac tic, 

so much so that the purpose of' the story interferes with 
19l

the story itself. Hellstrom defines three causes for 

the pessimistic atrflOspherc in .-.c'oss and ..Tude: f:i.rst, faHer 

ch2.rac ters are a t ease Hi th t11cir environment; secondly, 

the urban settin~r lacks the "inherent beauty" of the 

natural settings; and thil'dly, Hardy1s bitterness about 

192remediable ills which are not relaedied is apparent.

One of the ~ilajor chanz;es in ress and Jude is the 

way in which the use of nature varies from the earlier 

novels. ~arlier, nature offers a norm to which the 

characters are expected to confo~u. Howe states that 

T.t!essex was }lis fixed ;;rinc:'ple of order and 
recollection, the constant about w~ich he 
co u.ld r.1W1CUVer the mode rni s t variables of 
rebellion and doubt. 193 

189Granville Eicl.-:s, lI~iJas 'l'ho~as Hardy a Pessimist?" 
Educe,tional Z'0rur~, II (};overa'ocr, 1937), 60. 

190~utland, Ope cit., p. 221. 

191Hellstron, Ope ci~., p. 11. 

192:J" - . t 'iL.,vH6, 09. E.2-., p. -=-j.•
 

193:;:bid., p. 21.
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ThroUt~hout Tess and Jud~, however, Hardy questions exactl~1 

what will be the results of confo~fiity, and his questioning 

is sho"m in the qualifi ed amoun t of happine s s achi evod by 

the characters at the conclusions of the novels. Hardy's 

interrJl~etation of the natural norm chanses throu;~ the 

novels. While haddin~ Crowd is one of the least comoli
-_._~ -

cated presentations of the nstural norm, in Jucl~_ the 

natural norm is climin2.. ted. 'fhis [radual disappearance 

of' the natural norm is connected Hi th the crwne:ing 

emphasis or the ilovels. In the novels, country life is 

idealized to a diminishi~c decree. This chance can be 

traced t:lrout:h H[jrdy' s chane;ing portr2,yal of the rUB ti cs. 

One recalls that trio rustics of l'!add:!.nE CroHd are almost 

faultless; they present a picture of rural life at its 

best. BOHever, in hayor the rL4stics change to the orig

inators of the ski!1'lmity ride, and in Jude they ass-~.l.tne the 

form of Arabella and her fa:mily. 

The ~oodlanders ~arks the transition from well 

balanced novel to those Hhich beCO!,le vessels of philosophy. 

Yet even in this transitional novel, the natural noF.n is 

still present. gut The ~oodlanders also reveals that the 

natural no~n is disappearinz. Little Hintock, a secluded 

area w~thdrawn from t~e outside world, is its J.ast stroDC

hold. Tess ShOHS a furtl~er w8akeninz of the natural nor~n. 

Tess is portrayed a8 part of the natural world, but 
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society, represented by Alec and Angel, defeats the natural 

world through the defeat of 11ess. In Tess, the naturs.l 

norm \>Thich has become passive is personified in Tess's 

passivity. In the earlier novels, strong nature, when 

provoked, acts against a character (such as when the 

flowers plantod by Troy are destroyed). In Te~, however, 

nature (Tess) is stoic and is acted upon. Nature beco~es 

as accepting of the forces around her as was Elizebeth-

Jane in I-tayor. 

Jude represents the final phase of the tl'an3ition, 

beca.use, si.Dce the natural norm has been destroyed, society 

is atte~pting to create an artificial one. Its failure is 

illustrated by the characters' attempts to find acceptance 

by conforming to the societal norm and by their subsequent 

outco~es. Howe says of this loss of the nor~l 

The countryside in the li Jessex novels comes to 
embody the accumulated richness-- but since Hardy 
is realistic and honest, e.lso t:lC accwYlulated 
stagnaticn-- of an old and stable culture. As 
lonE as that culture rem8.ins available for Hardy's 
prota[onists to co~~ back to,. away fron the 
pressul"es of ~"'.bi tion and thought, they need 
not feel entirely ho~eless in the world. ODce it 
is no lonfor t~ere or no longer felt to be vital, ql 
there follows the deracinaticn of Jude the Obscure. l . 4 

Hardy uses both Tess and Jude as a means of stron[ly 

criticizing faults in the Victorian society. For example, 

19L:·Eowe , Ope cit., p. 21. 
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Cecil states that, even though Hardy " • Hould have 

called the earth a blighted star when he was twenty-four," 

he cUd not have t:,e impulse in his earlier works to "proclaim 

195it so opcrl':ly. 11 Ironically, in Tess the object of the 

indictment is not cODstant. 196 As Rutland states: 

NOH he attacks human society for framing laws 
and conventions which run counter to Nature; and 
now he cries out against the cruelty of universal 
Nature, in whose breasti9t~ere runs none of the 
mj.lk .of human ki ndne s s • 

The tHo areas of the Victorian social code w'nich Hardy 

attacks most strongly in Tess are sexual standards and 

religious hypocrisy. He attacks the social system that 

" ••• makes her misfortune a tra[;edy by conver'ting the 

victim of her own innocence and a man's rapacity into a 

fallen woman.,,198 Howe observes that Hardy had always 

reg-arded the Victorian "cult of chasti ty to 08 corrupted 

by meanness and hysteria.,,199 In other Hords, those who 

tauEht the importance of chastity used unpleasant means 

to support their teachinzs. 

The other major area critici~ed in Tess is personjfied 

195Ceoil, Ope cit., p. 187.
 

196Rutland, Ope cit., p. 230.
 

197Loc • ci t.
 

198HiCks, Ope cit., pp. 60-61.
 

199·-- ·t 110
howe, 0 p. ~~., p. • 
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by Anrel Clare. Angel, who has supposedly freed himself 

from a!1Y condenminc: moral codes, proved the stren[tth of 

his convictions by refusing to enter the church. Yet in 

his so-called tlfrec-thinkin~JI he is actually a hypocrite, 

for he condemns Tess while he himself does not have a 

spotless reputation, having had his ovm sexual adventures 

while in London. 3chHeik argues tha t Hardy vTaS not 

limitlng his attack to sexual and religious hypocrisy: 

'tIha t Tes s reveals, then, is no t only Hardy Is 
feeline about the shallol'lTIes s of certain Vic torian 
social mores but his sense of the general limita
tions of moral vis~8B and the cominan arbi trariness 
of moral formulae. 

In Jude, Hardy includes more criticism of Victorian 

codes. Although education, marrlaEe, ancl the church receive 

most of the atta~k, Orel describes the Hark as a II • • • 

novel afla~ne with criticism of the age.,,201 Jude is 

portrayed as the type of student most universities should 

want because of his intelli[ence and strong desire to 

learn. ~evertheless, he is denied a6nission to Christ-

minister because he lacks a formal education feared to 

universit~T acceptance. Thus, the ed~.cational system loses 

those students which it should want. The effects of this 

200Robert Schweik, JlNoral Perspectives in Tess of the 
DIUrbervilles," CE, XXIV (October, 1962), 18. 

20101'el , OPt ~it., p. 36. 
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loss on the educational system are revealed in the decay 

and stasnation attached to Christminister. For example, 

age has not resulted indignity but, instead, in disrepair. 

The marriage laws are attacked, because they make 

no provision for chanEe, even justifiable change. Hardy 

comments at tho time of Jude and Arabella's marriace: 

And so, standinG before the aforesaid officiator, 
the two swore that at every other time of their 
Ii ve s ti 11 doa th took the~r1, they \wuld as sureclly 
believe, feel, and desire precisely as they had 
believed, felt, and desired durins the few 
precedin;; "l,-/oeks .ilhat was as remarkable as the 
undertakin~~' itself was the fact that n~body seemed 
at all surprised at what they swore. 20 

Jude is also an attack upon Victorian Christianity, 

or, as Alexander states, an attack upon the theory of a 

"good" God. 203 Holland cormnents: 

Hardy uses irr.ages and symbols derived from the 
evolution of Christianity to criticize the so
called Christian seciety he know in late nineteenth 
century En[land and to c5~ficize the Christian 
1doal of se If -sacrifi ce. -'- ~ 

The criticism of Christianity is related to criticism of 

the general :noral code of the times. Hardy strosses the 

difference between enforcing morality in the guise of 

202Thomas Hardy, Jude The Obscure, 9. 101. (Text 
parallel to standard edition)-.-

2033. J. Alexander, "Thomas He_rdy' s Jude 'rhe Obscure: 
A Rejection of rraditional Christianity's 'Gooo.'-God 'r:1eory," 
SOQ, III (October, 1964), 76. 

204Uorman Holland Jr., "Jude The Cbsct~re: H.s.rdy' s 
SJ"mbolic Indictment of Christianity,"rr~~~~, IX (June, 1(54), 50. 
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Christianity (condemnine "bad" behavior) and actually 

prac tid.nc" Chri s ti2.rJ i ty (forgi vine) • For example, HiliIe 

Phillctson believos it is risht to let Sue go instead of 

keepins her with him, society condemns him for what Has 

actu&lly a kind act. Simil2.rly, society approves when he 

takes Sue bacl{; but by conformini; to the acceptable social 

mores, he beeins to aSSWQe society's cruel characteristics. 

Also, society will not accept Sue and Jude because they have 

beha ved "Lnpropertly." And, in its a tternpt to enforce 

good behavior, it acts in an unchristian way. Sue cO@Qcnts: 

.Lc[U]' t b8ar that they, andeve.rybody, should 
think people wicked because they may have chosen 
to live their OHn way 1 It is really these opinic;ns 
that make the best intentio~8d~people reckless, 
and c;.<:l,-.tl"·lliT- ...i "e"o"o~ ... u ~. 20;)_ ...., .L··n'''lor~],.. c.~ .......... J
 

Eard:r' s pU!~~;(;se in both Tess and Jude is to cri tjcize tr.e 

~ocial system. Since t~ese weaknesses were societal 

fa'Jl ts, th3Y could not be j"'J.c:['ed b:; a r::a tural r::orm. In 

Tess ~arey kept the nat~ral setting, but portrayed nature 

r~s 8, 'lictb: of society just as Tess is. rhus, nature cQrmot 

resist t~s intrusions of the new-- either people (Alec) or 

,.mac:1inery (the threshir.i:: maCI"ane ) • ~;Jhile remnants of the 

na.tur&.l settin[ re.main in Jude (the protrayal of Jl:ae' 3 

boyhood at rlarycreen, for instance), the one controlling 

idea throu[hout the novel is the spirit of Christminstar. 

205Hardy, Jude The Obscure, p. 178. 
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Just as settin8'~as bee.n sacrificed to theme in 

Tess <">nc.1 Tua"'" so has character. Hardy manipulates thec ... '~, 

characters in order to intensify his state~ent of theme 

and, thUS, loses the balance of the earlier novels. The 

characters become !'nonrealistic symbols for ideas. 2G6 

Tess represents nature as the victim of society. Alec and 

An[cl represent the forces that are corrupting the natural 

world. Beach states that the characters of Jude represent 

the 

••• stunted [roHth of modern life, Hith all 
its maladjustment, discontent, and restless, 
cravinf intellectuality. They are the goor 
creatures of an urban industrial order.-07 

Ironically, hOl'lever, 1-1!"'.ile the natural norm has dis appee.red, 

the charnc ters are s ti 11 tryine; to finc.. some tl-:.i n,s to Hi.-dch 

they can conform. T~is atte~pt often causes their tragedy 

because tl""1(: 30cial code w:lich th8Y 3elect as a norrn offers 

no stability or reliability. It lacks the unchangable 

qualities of the natural norm. An attempt to conform to 

the tr&nsient social nOrGl brings disaster to the characters. 

The characters of Tess and Jude cannot be divided 

into the categories of insider and outsider as could the 

people of tbe earlier novels who could be, because of the 

206Holland, op. cj:-~., p. 50.
 

207 BeHch, op. ci t., p. 211-3.
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prosenco 01 the natural norm 1n the narrative. Since this 

norIn no lon~er exis ~s, thi s eli vi s ion canno t be ap Flied 1n 

these two later novels. The types of the earlier novels 

cornbine in the six primary characters of Tess and Jude-

Tess, Alec, Angel, Jude, Arabella, and Sue. 208 Yet, the 

characters of Tess and Jude are similar to each other. For 

example, Alec and Arabella represent the corruption of the 

natural world by society; An~el and Sue, the weaknesses of 

people w~o attempt to become "free-thinkers l1 unrestricted 

by society's teachinGS; and Tess and Jude, the pure who are 

destroyed by society. These six characters are also trying 

to find serne thing to whi ch tb.ey can conform; and, tl~er8fol'e, 

they also repr'e sen t the tra3'ody of d epartinz .from the na t\J.!'al 

norra. 

Alec rapresents the new rich emergin[ from the chance 

of rural to urban life. 209 Davidson says thr, t he has 11 

• • approprie_ ted an old coun try name and bou[ht hi s ""Jay 

into Wessex." 210 He brinES with him the corruption of 

socie ty. 'l'hrou2h the de s truc tioD of. Tes sand, therefore, 

nature, he represents the disappearance of the natural norm. 

20BBeckruan, Ope cit" p. 71.
 

2091l'rank Plikington, "Reli[ioD in Hardy's Novels,"
 
Contem:corar~r~---i:- ,_\J_ rteview,_ CLXXXVIII, (December, 1955), 32._. . 

2JOD °dSOD, Ope Cl_"°t p. 22 •- aVl 
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Ironically, while Tass is at Flintconili-Ashe, Alec is kinder 

to her than anyone else, for he is the only figure to offer 

Tess and her familJ' help, even thouLh he has ulterior 

motives • 211 Eu t even 1--1"1en offering help, he is a" • • • 

kind of devil, eDlbodyinC the amiable sloth, the slackness 

212of will and value, which is the devills world. Alec 

1s not a well-drawn character because of the role he is 

assigned to play in protraying the corruption of the 

natural world. For exwlple, Hawkins refers to him as a 

" • • • muddle of useful improbabilities. 1I213 Baker 

corr.:;Ylents upon the distortion of Alec I s characterization by 

saying he r8presents the !I • al~ost impersonal foulness 

of the world. !\214 Vs.n Ghent sum,narizes the role he must 

play in the novel w~en she states: 

Alec is the smart aleck of the Book of Job, 
the one who goes to and fro in the earth and 
walks up and dOvTn in it, the pe rfec tly 
deracinated one, with his flash and new 215 
money and faked nEW18 and aggres si ve eeo. -

Hardy further distorts Alecls character by stres3in8 his 

211Howe , Ope cj~., p. 127.
 

21210c • Cit.,
-_. -

213Haw1dns, op. ci t., p. 76.
 

2143aker, Historv of the ~ovel, p. 73.
- -"-------
215Dorothy Van Ghent, T~e Enflish Novels: Form and 

Pun c: t ~ 0 n,· pp. 208 - 209 • -- -_._-- ---- 
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sensu81ity and portraying a character cut of balance within 

himself, for Alec has DO redeem~ng qualities. Society has 

distorted his character, and he brines his distortion into 

the natural world of Wessex. 

Arabella's character also is distorted to fit the 

purposes of the novel. She represents the force that 

releases the uncontrollable qualities in Jude, introducing 

him to a sensual world in continual strife with his intel

lectual world. In order to intensify Arabella's charac

teristics, Bardy associates her with unpleasant imagery 

throuGh the novel: e.2., liquor, blood, nnd, most frequently, 

pigs. 216 EcDowell vieHs the throwine of the pig's pizzle 

at J'llde as a "ritualistic yielding lT of Jude's vir[inity to 

Arabel1a. 2l7 But Jude loses more than just :lis vircinity. 

He also yields his sinGle-:ninded [oal of Christminster. 

Hardy describes Jude's room after he returns from a. day with 

Arabella: 

~men he Eat back to the house his aunt had gone 
to bed, and a general consciousness of his neflect 
seemed written on the face of ~ll things confro~ting 
him. He went upstairs without a li£ht, and the dim 
interior of the room accosted him with sad inquiry. 
There lay his book open, just as he had left it, and 

216nolland, Ope 9i~., p. 5~-. 

217 Fr8deric k EcDo\\Tell, "Hardy's 'Sec/(J.inE or Personal 
Impre3sion': The Symbolical Use of tho IMage and Contrats in 
!.ude Jhe ObSCU1'8, rr EFS, VI (Autu.'i~n, 1960), 237. 
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the capital letters on the title-page regarded him 
with fi.xod reoroach in the c~re~ starli(~ht, like the 

• .c> 210·unclosed eyes o~ a deed man. 

However, in spite of the evil role she play, Arabella has 

a type of natural wisdom that penuits her to know more about 

Sue and Jude than they probably know about themselves. 219 

She dCil10ns tl'a tea this ki.nd of Hisdom in the concludinG 

passa~e of the novel when she states: 

Lr'lrs. Edlin_7: 1;1ell-- poor little thing, 'tis 
to be believed she's found for£'ivencss so!neHhere! 
She said she had found oeach! 
LArabells_7: She :aay s~'J82r that on her knoes to 
the holy cross upon her necklace till she's hoarse, 
but it won't be true! ••• ~he's never found peace 
since s~e left his ~r~s, and never will again till 

" ,. .::::2 Uano s as ne 1S now. 

This evidence of natural wisdom illustrates the true tra~edy 

trJat E~trd:T ~ortrays in Arc,bella. It de:nonstrates t}l.e rorw.ins 

of the rustic chorus, thus e~phasizinG that Arabella is a 

part of the natural world, yet one t~at has oeen thorou£~ly 

corrupt8d ";]y society. Guer3.rd st.ates that in JUle 

••• the gentle landscapes of the earliest novels 
h&ve almost disappeared, the peasants are mean and 
gras~in~~ and Arabella ~cnn is a vulg&r and selfish 
ani~al.c~l 

218IIE..rdy, ~~de The .2'::JscLJ.re, p. 92. 

219Frederick f·icDc 1: T Gll, "In Defense of Al'a'!)ella: A 
Ncto on J·Uc1.C T':le Oh~.9ure, f!EUT, I (June, 196L~), 260. 

220p "T'd7, J"d'" mhe O'o"''''ur o T'\ 4I;0... J.Cl... v ~ ~ _'_~~--=:.'~. -r~/· 

22l""'"'r"rd Tnt~ -.T'O,-l"Ct1·on\...I,.L.t n..... x\-TUU ~ , , • 
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The rustic3 have degenerated into bhe characteristics of 

Arabella. In the earlier novels, the rustics arc closely 

associated with nature and reflect the natural norm around 

them. Arabella represents the corruption of this natural 

norm. Sho 13 also searchinG for a new nonn, for she is 

intent upon conforming to the values of society. For example, 

in Aus tr[<11a she marries ano ther rrJ.e.n, even though she 1 s s ti 11 

legally ':-1arried to Jude, in order to y:wet sOGiet:r's r.or-m.. 

Through her, Eardy illustrates the result of conformity to 

society's norm instead of to nature's. 

Angel Clare, 15.kc Alec and Arabella, is representa

tive of the influences of society's norm. ':Ihile he believes 

tha t [-<e 1.8 free froLl 30ciet:r' s corruptir.g influence, his 

reaction to Tess's confession, in LodGe's Hords, " • • • 

demonstrates conclusively that his temperament is essentially 

puritannical and conventional.11222 Lodge further indicates 

that Angel's stay at the dairy is not to learn an occupation 

but is 

••• something of an affectation on the part of 
Angel, a kind of COr:l9cnsation for his exclusion from 
the busy civilized world of the nineteenth century 

6 -- "''''''''e - .. -~ ?~l,a S '[acC'er;n:~IJ c.,C:: ... advertl' .;;.M"'ment...... ..1., of'..... 'nl' s .L ... __ ....I..J ",l·... ~ nkl' J.n-... e-. _--J 

222David Lodee, The Lanpua~e of Fiction, p. 184. 

223 Loc • c1 t. 
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\'Ihen Angel learns th8.t rress is not II respectable and 

innocen t in tIle conv en tional mo ral sense, 11 hi s free thinking 

stops.22J.1. He beco:nes an evil force tbat destroys Tess. 225 

DeLaura conde;:ms Ancel's philosophy as being 

• • • objectionable lOGically and theologically in 
its attempts to retain the/old reliBiosity without 
the old basis of bclicf. 22o 

Angel C18.re atte.npts to replace the societal norm, Hhieh 

had replaced the natural nor:rl, with another. He atte!npts 

to replace the socie tal norm Hi th a IIfree-thinking" norm. 

Tess is the only contact ADfel has with nature, and by 

rejectj.n[3 her', he rejects the natural world, rejects his 

Ovm no~, and adopts the ci vilized world and the norm it 

offers. 

In so~e ways, Ancel is similar to the characters of 

Nayor' ...:hose fates depend on their adaptabili ty. 'Ehose who 

cannot adjust to the Vlorld around them are destroyed. Hardy 

places Antel in the same position, 'out the outcome reveals 

the author's different attitude toward nature in this novel. 

Since Ansel cannot adjust to 'I'ess (the natural vlorld), she 

is defeated by his rejection. Davidson states: 

22Ij·Loc. ci t. 

225Stevenson, Ope cit., p. 421. 

226DeLaura, Ope cit., P? 390-392. 
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The tra~edy arrives when he cannot adjust ••• 
his delicate sensibility to a £ross, but, in the ~27 
natural order, an understandaBle biological fact.-

Yan Ghent explains his inability to adjust to the situation 

which results II • • • when the human has been cut off from 

the cO~brunity and has been individualized by intellect~al 

education. 1I228 

Sue also faces a conflict between her attempts to be 

a free -thinking modern woman and her desi roe to conform to t:-~e 

society arol;.nd her. According to Yan Ghent, Hardy intended 

for her to represent modern wo~an who is able to reason along 

229with modern man. But her failure to achieve ttis thinkinc, 

reasoning status 3]2bolizes Hardy's fear that mankind may 

not be evolvins in an orderly manner. 230 He indicates Sue's 

conflicting tendencies of wanting to break away fron society's 

conventions while at the same time conformine to them by 

associating both Christian and pagan imagery with her. She 

is surrounded by pagan allusions and pagan sympathies. 231 

She illustrates her desire to be associated with paganism when 

227 D .:j t 22•aV1GSOn, Ope ~~_., p. •
 

228Yan Ghent, Ope cit., p. 209.
 

229"hv ~~~T'· FT~' p. 72 •
.ew, ~-~cy-, 

230Hawkins, Ope cit., p. 22.
 
1


23 ?-ICDOwell, !'Hardy' s '3ee:nlne:s or ?erson6.1 Impressions,'" 
p. 21~O. 
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she buys the fiLures of Venus and Apollo. Nevertheless, 

according to HcDo1>lell, Sue t1 ••• feels instlncti ve 

sympathy mor-e with Chr-istian asceticism than with pagc..n 

sensuousness.,,232 She is sLnilar to Angel in that she 

attempts not to conform to the standards of the society 

around her. However, the "fre~-thinkin£lI norm that she 

attempts to substitute is not strong enouEh to resist society's. 

The value of the societal nor~ that has replaced the natural 

norm is revealed throuGh Sue's retu~n to Phillotson. Duffin 

COIYhi:8nts upon Sue's attempted break wi th society: 

So of free-action; to do and live accordinE to 
one's personal ideals in defiance of earth's 
opposition and the thunders of heaven-- such 
a course, with its a~nost inevitable disaster 
of defeat, is only for vast Promethean natures; 
perhaps only for male natures; certainl; not for 
fine and fragile natures such as 3ue's.-33 

The I1arriase lc'-\-ls are one part of the societe.l nOr1'1. Sue's 

final conformance to these laws is an indictrr..ent of the 

entire societal norm. Angel and Sue try to substitute a new 

norm for the societal one, but fail. Tess and Jude are in a 

new category, for they are the victims of the societal norm 

and present the true traGedy of the loss of the natural norm. 

Tess is associated with nature and natural forces 

2321-IcDovrell, llIndefense of Arabella," p. 274. 

233Duffin, Ope 01 t., p. 7L~. 
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throu[h-ou t the novel. Vlagenknecht 3 tate s tha t she is never 

detached from her rural backsround. 23~1- Beach adds, "Nei ther 

she nor her peers are ever seen as other than a part of the 

landscape. H235 By stressing Tess's relation with nature, 

Hardy conveys throush her some of nature's characteristics, 

including the passiveness of nature. He has changed the 

emphasis from nature as a master of society to nature as a 

slave of society. In the earlier novels, the characters 

re j ec t or conform to the natural norm. lr01v, the natural 

norm has lost its ability to determine a character's fate. 

Tess assumes this passive role of nature throush the 

narrative. She is the victim of society in the characters 

of Angel and Alec. In fact, her passivity is an important 

part of her seduction by Alec. 236 She is victimized by the 

social world without her resistance. The strength of the 

societal norl~l is demonstrated by Tess's believing it 

necessary to conforLn to the norm throuEh the act of con

fessing to An[el. Ironically, the society that presented 

vir[lnity as necessary for ~arriage would probably have 

labeled Tess a fool for believing that she must tell Angel 

23LI-1;laf;enknecht, Ope cit., p. 361. 

235Beach, Ope cit., p. 2lL~. 

236Elliott B. Gose Jr., "Ps~"ch5c EvolutioIl: DarHinism 
a.nd In1 t:l.a tion in Te s s of to.e D' urbervi lIes, i' :W:Ei', XVIII 
(December, 1963), 26]-: -- -- - -
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of her past. In her mind, she is dominated by society's 

nor.:n; therefore, she sees herself as having sinned. A 

ne. tural norril \-JOulcl not judge her in this way. Schweik notes 

that, if Tess thinks she is innocent, she also finds her

~ ·It 2~7se l 1 E.,Ul ~r.-

~~e natural world does e~joy a brief resursence in 

Tess before disappearing in Jude. Tess stops being passive 

~ ~ k·JJ A'~ ?~pWl'.en sue l .. S O'Gre.uy states:.Lec.~,'-' 

The stabbinG is a last fierce outcry against 
being forced into situ~tions, positions into 
which she did not put herself and over which 

?~9she had no control.~J-

}I'or aHhile, n.s.ture continuos triumpr:ant, as Tess and An[el 

roalQ the countryside. Gose states that only after Tess 

disre;ards society does she obtain any happiness. 240 She 

discards the societal nann and returns to the natural norm. 

Even at the 'l'albothays, Tess is under the influence of the 

societal norm, because worries about her past keep her from 

being content. aut the novel ends with nature, which has for 

a time been triumphant, once more dominated by society. How

ever, in Hardy's last novel, the natural world does not even 

237ScHeik, TlI'loral Persrectives," p. 18.
 

238'.-Jillian K. Rer:nan, "E£l,rdy' s 1'e s s of t':',e D' Urbe rv"i.l1es ,"
 
.~ -I '''TT''T (l0r'G) ~t· If. -- -- -- - ------ bXtl A'.... .l.~, /;JJ,.l G!:l o. 

?3Q 
- / ',va} te r I) I Grad'!, I' On P 10 t in J.·:odern .?1\:; tion: Harc:y, 
.~ ··1 11 lIrn.-, VI" (.... • 19' r", l' 3T ~, .::>wuu'.er, b;J/,:..a!rlCS,vcnra,." J\. .J.... 

2L~OG-o se, o p • cit., p. 271. 
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have this brief resurBence. 

Jude is si~ilar to Tess in his innate [oodness; 

nei t!F.;r of them ever har.Cilod anyone, but he lacks Tess 1 s 

close associcltion \-lith nu.ture. 2!!.1 Jude has nothinc with 

which he CcUl identify, for the one thin[ wi th wh:'ch he 

tries to align :1.imself, Chl'istminster, rejects him. 

Although Juae comes from the country, he spends lilOSt of his 

life in to\-ms. 2L:2 He becomes a "Horkins-class incH vidlwl." 24·3 

Because he is a conte~porary man, he must be defeated by a 

contemporary world. 244 Since Wessex is not a part of the 

contemporary world, it cannot be associated with the primary 

action of the novel, l,vhich must center in tYee tOHns and ci ties 

tha t personif;{ contemporar:r life. 

In Jude, the conte:'lporary world appears in the form 

of Christ:n5..r,stcr. Here, Christ:;linster serves the 88..1.:18 purpose 

as does E[don Heath in Native, becoming a "symbolic back[round ll 

repres en tine; Jude's if as pi ra tions and frus tP& tion • ,,2!~.5 

Similarly, \-rhile Eus tacia is defeated by EEdon Heath and 

2411-1ay Tomlinson, "Jude The Obscure,1l SAQ, XXIII 
f; (October, 192L~), 336. -

242 Howe, Ope cit., p. 137. 

2~.3·iTal ter 3rne s t Allen, 'I'he Engli sh Novel, p. 320. 

2LtL~ Loc. ci t • 

2L~5Hellstrom, oP.• cit., p. 12. 
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herself, Jude is defeated by Christminster and himself. 246 

But, as Be-e-ch says, Jude is IIhumanly weak.,,247 The parts 

of Juae's character, represented by Arabella and Sue, conflict. 

Beckman says that 

Arabella and Sue correspond to Jude's body and 
soul, his sense and intellect, his earthy dur
a~ili ty an~ giS airy fre.gili ty, his Caliban and 
hls Ariel.-4 

Jude's stru[sle is further intensified by the lack of a 

sui table norm by which to jUdc:e hblself. 'rhe na tural norm 

has been completely removed because he has been disestab

lished from the land. 249 The natural setting has been re~oved 

from the novel; only society remains. But because the 

societal norm is unreliable, Jude 1s not able to adjust to 

it. Thus, he is continually victi~ized by it. Holland 

states that Jude, at the conclusion of the narrative, is 

••• left to die in his Old Testament gloom, 
while the paean spirit Sue is defiled and con
ventionalized, the ostensibly G~ristian society 
plays at "iternembrance Garnes," anSSOis "truly
reli[ious" wife is deceiving him~ 

Harely uses bothl'ess and J~de as meS.ns of stating 

2L~6Ib~ d ] 3--_-:.-., p. - .
 

2L~7Beach, Ope cit., p. 242.
 

248Beckman, op. ci ~., p. 82.
 

21~9Hellstrom, op. oi t., p. 11.
 

250Ho lland, .?J? .c it., p. 57. 
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grievances aGainst society. In fact, as Baker states, he 

II ••• seems to [:,0 out of his 'Hay to denounce social 

iniQuities." 25l Since the natural norm does not provide 

a suitable backcround for his purpose, H2rdy discards it. 

The novels are consequentl~l thrown out of balance. Cecil 

states that in both novels: 

Just 'Hhen He are spellbound by Hardy the novelist, 
Hardy the ~reacher bobs up, and instantly the spell 
is bro}{en. ~2 

Al thouCh Te~ and Jude are not artistic failures, 

nei thel~ are they as 'Hell desircned as Hati ve or Navar. ~{'!len. ~ ~-

Hardy is overly enthusiastic for the causes he is adv&ncin~, 

he exch&nges art for journalism. 253 In order to fit the 

purpose of the novel, Hardy distorts tho characters to fit 

the the~e. For exaMple, Jude becomes a " ••• puppet, 

constructed for a didactic purpose, vrho is jerked by Hardy 

from the wings. n254 Little Father Time is the most distorted 

character, however, for he is obviously not a child but, 

instead, a means of deliverin£ Hardy's pronouncements. Cecil 

sumrnarizes the we8.knesses of Jude: 

251Baker, History of the Novel, p. 69. 

2520ecil, Ope cit., p. 167. 

253p I t d '. . . yre, n 1'0 UC~lon, pp. XXll. 

254Ru tland, Ope cit., p. 256. 
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No doubt, working-men of intellectual aspirations 
and strone secual impulses di4 tend to have a poor 
time in Victorian En[land; but there is no reason 
to SUP90se that their chil~ven were particularly 
liable to hans each other. ~~ 

While Tess and Jude are both powerful novels because 

of Hardy's concepn Vlith the 103s of the natural norm., at the 

same timo they are weakened by this concern. Beach states 

Not merely has he declined to avail himself of the 
poetry of the :lessex back~round which foes so far 
to miti[ate the sadness of the earlier stories; he 
insists on forcins upon us t~e dreary prose of to~m 

and country seen in their least prepossessing li£ht. 256 

Because of the distortion of ele~ents, both work~ suffer'. In 

both books, arG1.L11ent dominates everyt~inc else, and events 

and characters are manipula ted to suP£)ort the arg"lhn.ents. 

Although the po,,,er is iI:. the novels, it is so rnisused that 

it is over"Hhelminc: instead of tra;:;ic. 257 

In Jude, Hardy expresses that the natural norm has 

disappeared. He shows through the fate of the characters 

that the societal norm which has replaced it is not satis

factory. Accordins to Hollowa~, Hardy realized that the 

old order waa helpless before the ne"H·c~e.258 30me of the 

char·acters-- such as ADgel and Sue-- seek a !'free-thinking!' 

255,., ~l '"' ... p 
'J e c .L , 0._. ~., p. 190.
 

256"':\oac 1,

J,..JV ... , 9p. cit., p. 222. 

257 . ~d ??3
I~·, p. -~ •
 

?5-S , ..

C John Holloway, II rhe Charted l'llrror, p. 96. 
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nonE wi th which to replace the societal norm. But those \-iho 

are seeking a new norm are not yet independent enouEh or 

strOD2. enough to extablish one. After having stated in Jude.. 

his belief that an individual is not stronG enoueh to exist 

outside a 30ciet2.l norm, Harc3.~T stopped Hri tins novels, and, 

in 'l'h~ Dyn8.s ts, his major work aftor the novels, he turns to 

question the cOSrJos tho. t c rOB.tos the envirormlent. 

In the novels before ress, nature provides a. nonil to 

which tne charnc tel's mus t conform. ';Jhe t':'·ler the chal'ac te rs 

are frolil the localo of tl:.e novel 01' froLl outsic.e becorn.es of 

secondary i~~ortnnce tc their willin~ness to accept the 

na tural no!"';,.. Jio.rdy I s use of the natural nor:n is also 

res}onsible fer the artistic balance of the earlier novels. 

In Tes sand Jude, hm-iever, HRrd~T no lon~er presents ne. ture 

as a powerful force, but insteed presents society as the 

arena of conflict. Because of this emphasis, these later 

novols are not as artisticall~ balanced as t~e earlier 

ones, for bot~ character and settin~ are distorted to aid 

the presc~tation or theme. Although Tess and Jude are powerful 

bocks, the a bs en co? of the nec tural 1:.or:u (and Hardy I s be:::.oani1:.g 

its C:i sappe2.rance) results in a v.ree.kor s true ture than in the 

earlier novels. 
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